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By email oira_submission@omb.eop.gov
Mabel Echols
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget
Room 10102, NEOB
725 17th St. NW
Washington DC 20503
CC:

Nicholas A. Fraser, OMB Desk Officer for Patent and Trademark Office

CC:

Kevin Rivette, Chainnan, Patent Public Advisory Committee

Re:

Request for Comments, Federal Regulatory Review, 74 Fed. Reg. 8819 (Feb. 26,
2009)

Dear Ms Echols:
Thank you for seeking public comment on the new administration's regulatory
review policies. I ofTer some observations on the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(PTO) and its pattern of non-compliance with Executive Order 12,866 (as amended) and
the Final Bulletin for Agency Good Guidance Practices. I also ofTer some suggestions
for how OMB can help correct some ofPTO's difficulties.
Much of the PTO's problem stems from basic principles of procedural law that
are addressed in the Final Bulletin for Agency Good Guidance Practices. Though this
comment period is not directed to the Good Guidance Bulletin per se, I have two classes
of suggestion here: (a) the Executive Order and Good Guidance Bulletin should be
strengthened in a few respects, and (b) OMS should run a "pilot program" for Good
Guidance, with the PTO as the target agency.
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I.

Many Problems at the PTO Stem from Failure to Implemeot Good Guidance
Practices and Regulatory Re\-iew Policy
A.

The Patent Office

The PTO is an agency in crisis. But this crisis is largely self-inflicted, the product
of two policics ofPTO management that fall within the regulatory review jurisdiction of
OMB. 2 First, senior PTO management has a stated (but unpublished) policy of refusing to

2 The PTO has stated in several public meetings, though never in a published statement,
that it has an altemative hypothesis for the cause of its backlog, that applicants are filing poor

enforce intra-agency rules of procedure, leading to haphazard and unpredictable - and
therefore protracted - procedures. This policy is not stated in any document published
under the Administrative Procedure Act, rather, the PTa springs it on patent applicants
when applicants seek the help of PTa supervisory personnel to resolve issues. Only then
are applicants told that the PTa does not enforce its guidance.) Second, the PTa has a
flawed compensation system that encourages agency personnel to run up fake production
4
numbers by churning applications.
In 2006-08, the PTa proposed to cure its backlog by placing regulatory limits on
the complexity and substantiality of the patent applications that could be filed. These
rules would have imposed tens of billions of dollars of economic effect, and could easily
have destroyed the innovation sector of the economy, particularly large-molecule
biotech. 5 Fortunately, three ofthe PTa's five major rules have apparently been blocked,
because of violations of the Administrative Procedure Act, or the Paperwork Reduction
Act. 6
Yet the public was forced to bear several tens of millions of dollars of costs in
getting these PTa actions blocked, and in prophylactically taking actions as effective
dates for new rules approached, actions that turned out to be unnecessary when the
various regulatory actions were blocked. Neither the public nor OMS - nor, for that
matter, the PTa - should be forced to bear the huge costs of the PTa's "near misses."
Rather, the early stages ofintra-agency regulatory review should be strengthened, so that
the PTa is forced to account for burdens on the public (both paperwork and regulatory
burdens) before rules get to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking stage. Had the PTO
simply asked questions and gathered infonnation in the same way any competent
business would have, and as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act and OMB Circular
A-4, the PTa would have understood that its proposed rules were economically
disastrous for both the economy and for itself. Regulatory review should be strengthened
to ensure that rogue agencies such as the PTa cannot get to the point of imposing tens of

applications. As far as I know, the PTO has never supported its view with ~ data, and data
obtained from the PTO itself squarely contradicts the PTO's hypothesis. The PTO's hypothesis
and the contradictory data are discussed in Appendix 4 of this letter.
3 Examples of statements by PTO management to this effect - in court briefs, in emails
from the Deputy Commissioner's office, and in unpublished fonnal decisions, but never in a
document that would be enforceable under the Administrative Procedure Act, are discussed in
§ III.A at page 7 of this letter.
4 This is discussed in more detail in our submission to OMB of June 15,2007,
http://wvlw.whitehollse.gov/omb/assetslombloiml0651/meetings/61 Q·3.pdf, Attachment F (PDF
pages 34-44)
5 Richard B. Belzer, "Letter to Susan E. Dudley, Administrator, Offiee oflnfonnation
and Regulatory Affairs."
http://www.rceinfo.gov/publicldolDownloadDocument?documentl 0=57744&version= I
(estimating papenvork burden for four of the five rules at $13-34 billion per year).
Ii E.g., Patcnt and Trademark Office, Rules of Practice Before the Board of Patent
Appeals and Inlerfcrences in Ex Parte Appeals; Delay of Effective and Applicability Dates, 73
Fed. Reg. 7497"1 (Dec. 10,2008)

millions of dollars of costs, without ever gathering the necessary information or making
required disclosures.

B.

The Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP)

The PTO's primary guidance document is the Manual of Patent Examining
Procedure, or "MPEP." The expectations of the patent bar largely parallel the standards
set out in Good Guidance Practices, that the MPEP is binding against the PTO itself, and
should be a reliable guide to PTO disposition of certain issues, but the MPEP is only
advisory against applicants. However, the PTO has not implemented Good Guidance
Practices. Further, because the PTO failed to conduct required regulatory review, the
PTO never conducted the introspection that would have focused attention on the source
of the problem. Many of the PTO's problems stem from this mismatch of expectations
applicants never know what to expect from the PTO.
The PTO has two paths of intra-agency review, called "appeal" and "petition."
Without support in any law, the PTO has insisted for decades that procedural issues
stated in the MPEP underlying examiners' determinations of patentabiIity are immune
from review under either path. Examiners are aware of this anomaly, and quite
consciously game the system. Further, the PTO's compensation scheme incentivizes
examiners to reject patent applications on grounds that violate the PTO's procedural law,
and incentivizes supervisory personnel to overlook those procedural breaches. Because
the PTO incentivizes shortcutting the law, and provides no supervisory enforcement of
procedure, examination dissolves into chaos. When applicants and their attorneys take
actions that - according to the PTO's guidance - should result in prompt allowance of
applications, examiners refuse to follow the written rules, and agency supervisory
personnel refuse to enforce. Applicants cannot move applications through the pipeline;
instead, meritorious applications must cycle through the process over and over merely to
get examiners' errors corrected.
The result, of course, is procedural chaos, and a backlog.
To compound the problem, the appeal process - which should be the circuit
breaker that permits prompt resolution of these issues - is often confounded by the very
lack of procedure that creates the need to appeal. The Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences often remands applications back to the examiner without decision, because
the examiner's failure to observe procedure resulted in such a haphazard record and
incomplete statement of the disagreement between the applicant and examiner that the
1
Board finds that it cannot reach issues for final resolution.

7 The Board has persistently noted that it cannot render a decision when the examiner's
analysis is incompletely set forth in the wrinen record. E.g., Ex parte Daleiden, Appeal 2007
1003, hnp:l/des.tlsptO.go\'/FoialReteri\·ePdl''?svstem-BPAI&flNm=fd"'0071 0030J-14~2007 at 2,
2007 WL 774805 at 1 (Mar. 14,2007) (remanding because examiner failed to respond to
arguments in the Appeal Brief); Ex parte Domel, Appeal No. 2001-2358, App. 09/454,723,
hnp:/lwww.uspto.gov/goldcomlbpaildecisionslnnOI2358.pdfat5-6 (BPAI Feb. 7, 2002)
('"Without a fact·bascd explanation from the examiner as to why appellants' arguments and
evidence are insufficient ... this merits panel is nOI in a position to evaluate the ultimate propriety
oflhe examiner's rejection. The Board serves as a board of review, and does nol perfonn

In sum, a large part of the PTO's problems arise because ofPTO management's
failure to implement the Final Bulletin for Agency Good Guidance Practices and sound
regulatory policy required by Executive Order 12,866.

n.

Suggested Clarification of Scope and Definitions in the Executive Order
A.

Use the Word "Rule" Instead of "Regulation" to Clarify that Repeal
and Guidance Are Covered

It may reduce confusion to use the terms "rule" and "rule making" (rather than
"regulation" and "regulatory action") in a revised Executive Order, to clarity thaI the
scope of the Executive Order includes guidance documents, and is not limited to only
regulations that are codified in the Code of Federal Regulations. With the January 2007
amendment, the scope of the Executive Order is very close to the scope of the terms
"rule" and "rule making" as those terms are defined in 5 U.S.C. § 551.
The Executive Order should clarify that it covers an agency's repeal or relaxation
of existing regulations that bind the agency's own conduct. ("Repeal" is part of the
definition of "rule making" in 5 V.S.c. § 551(4).) An email from senior PTO officials set
forth in Appendix I suggests that the PTO may be planning to remove many of the
mandatory requirements that currently bind examiners. The Executive Order should
make clear that removing procedural safeguards that operate in favor of the public and
that provide procedural predictability by an agency fully implicate concerns of sound
regulatory policy, and require full regulatory review.
examination in the first instance. See 35 U.S.C. § 1.6{b);" remanding with an order to the
examiner to examine, but without MPEP-class instructions to identify what that job is); Ex parte
SlQche, Appeal No. 2003-1034, http:l'des.uspto.govl.. .IflNm"'-fd031034 at 4, 6-7, 2003 WL
23280012 at ·3-·4 (BPAI ov. 28, 2003) (remanding without decision and without
instructions-suggesting, bUI not ordering, that the examiner set fonh written findings); Ex parte
Borody, Appeal No. 2002-1371, http://des.uspto.gov/... &t1Nm fd021371 at 3, 5, 2004 WL
77301 at ·1,·3 (BPAI Feb. 27, 2003) (because "rejection ... is not based upon the correct legal
standards ... we vacate .... In addition, there are a number of issues that need to be clarified by the
examiner," with reminder to examiner to make findings supported by substantial evidence); Ex
parte Govindan, Appeal No. 2001-0758, hnp:/ldes.uspto.gov/...&t1Nm-fdOI0758 at 7, 2002 WL
32334569 al·5 (BPAI Nov. 15,2002) ("[W]e find that the incomplele, inconsistent analysis of
the claims, and the inaccurate analysis of the prior art, preclude meaningful review. Accordingly,
we vacate the rejection of record and remand the case to the examiner"); Ex parte Forest, Appeal
No. 2000-1901, hnp:/Ides.uspto.gov/... &t1Nm'"'nnooI901 at4, 2002 WL 33951036 at ·2 (BPAI
May 30, 2002) (when examiner treats claims in "broad brush" manner, Board can only vacate and
remand without decision); Ex parte Rozzi, 63 USPQ2d 1196, 1200-03 (BPAI Jan. 16,2002)
(when "the examiner makes no cogent attempt" to explain basis, Board remands wilhout
decision); Ex parte Gambogi, 62 USPQ2d 1209, 1212 (BPAI Dec. 10,2001) ("We decline to tell
an examiner precisely how to set out a rejection."); Ex parte Jones, 62 USPQ2d 1206, 1208
(BPAI 2001) (refusing to decide an issue that the examiner has not developed: "The board cannot
examine, in the first instance, all applications which come before it in an ex parte appeal"); Ex
parte Schricker, 56 USPQ2d 1723, 1725 (BPAI Jun. 7, 2000)("The examiner has left applicant
and the board to guess as \0 the basis of the rejection ... We are not good at guessing; hence, we
decline 10 guess."); Ex parle Braeken, 54 USPQ2d 1110, 1112-13 (BPAI Dec. 21, 1999) (noting
that the appeal is "not ripe" because of omissions and defects in the examiner's analysis).

B.

Use the Word "Significant" Instead of "Substantive," to Clarify tbat
Procedural Regulations are Covered

E.O. 12,866 § 3(e) defines "Regulatory action" as "any substantive action by an
agency that. .." Perhaps the word "significant" would be better than the word
"substantive." It is reasonably clear from the rest of the Executive Order that procedural
rules are within the intended scope. Use of the word "substantive" introduces confusion.
Because lhe PTO characterized the five major rules of2006-08 as "procedural" (a
determination that was determined to be incorrect by the federal district courts), perhaps
the PTO believed that there could be no non· Paperwork regulatory burden. Either the
text orthe Executive Order itself, or a guidance supplement for agencies, should spell out
that even procedural rules can have large economic effects, and the agency is responsible
for objectively estimating them.

C.

Consider Defining the Terms "Significant," "Economic Effect," and
"Not Significant," and tbe Classes of Economic Effects to Be Summed

Executive Order 12,866 does not define the terms "not significant" or "annual
effect on the economy." The Executive Order, or a guidance document for agencies
under the Executive Order, should include definitions, or at least guidelines or examples,
of these key terms. For example, the SBA gives agencies significant guidance to
determining the scope of "significant number of small entities" and "substantial
9
economic impact" under the Regulatory Flexibility Act and Executive Order 13,272.
The PTO estimated several of its major 2006-08 rules as "not significant" or as
imposing no paperwork burden. When knowledgeable patent attorneys and patent
business people estimated the economic effects, the estimates ranged from $3 billion to
$30 billion per year. lO If the PTQ has a good faith explanation, it relates to the definition
of"cconomic effect." Perhaps this discrepancy could have been avoided had OMB given
the PTQ marc guidance in identirying the economic effects that were to be included in its
estimates.
In particular, in several ofPTO's submissions under the Paperwork Reduction Act
and Regulatory Flexibility Act, it seems PTO may have been playing a shell game - in
one context assuming that applicants would fully exercise the new rules to avoid booking
economic loss. and in other contexts assuming that applicants would not do so, thereby
minimizing paperwork burden. In analogous cases, agencies should be required to state
the number of applications affected by a proposed rule (with a recognition of year.aver·

• To/as v. Dudas, 541 F.Supp.2d 805 (E.D. Va. Apr. I, 2008).
9 Executive Order 13,272, Proper Consideration of Small Entities in Agency Rulemaking,
67 Fed. Reg. 53,461 (Aug. 16, 2002); A guide for Government Agencies. How to Comply with
the Regulatory Flexibility Act, Imp:fiwww.sba.gov/advoilaw!'Jrfllguide.pdf(May 2003}; SBA
Procedures For Compliance With The Regulatory Flexibility Act and Executive Order 13272, at
http://www.sba.g,ov/idc/group~/publicldocul!1cnts/sha homepageisha 0 I030 I.htm at page 17.

10 E.g.• http://www. whitehouse.gov/omb/oiral0651/mcclings/663 .pdt:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omh:'assets/omhioiral065 Iicommcntsl477 .pd f,
http://www.regintb.li!.ov/publ icldo/Download Document?documentl D""57744& version"" i ,

year growth), and state the assumptions for how may applications will use the procedure
afforded by the new rule, and how many will be abandoned or not filed, and the agency
should be required to fully account for the economic effect - including appropriate
multipliers - of the "opt outs" under the regulation.

D.

Regulatory Reviews Should be Noticed in the Federal Register

Agencies should be required to post notice of Executive Order regulatory review
in the Federal Register. This would be consistent with President Obama's focus on
transparency and participation.
In cases where rules are modified as a result of notice and comment and the
agency must make a filing under the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.s.c.
§ 3507(d)(4)(DXii), the Paperwork filing should be coordinated with Executive Order
12,866 review, so that the public has access to the text of the rules presented for review
under the Executive Order. It is very difficult for the public to advise OMB of the
economic effects and paperwork burdens of rules whose content is not available.

III.

Regulations of Internal Procedure
A.

Agcncies Should Not Be Permitted to Deny Enforcement of Internal
Agcncy Rulcs

One of the largest sources of inefficiency and regulatory burden at the PTO is the
PTO's refusal to enforce its own procedural regulations. The PTO creates procedural
non·accountability through a number of different mechanisms:
•

For years, most PTO supervisory personnel have been free to define the scope
of their own jurisdiction. Supervisor A (who decides petitions) says that the
responsibility for supervising a particular issue lies with supervisor B (who
decides appeals), and B would insist that the responsibility lies with A. (This
is particularly true with respect to MPEP procedural law underlying rejections
of claims - call Charles Pearson, the head of the Petitions Office, and Michael
Fleming, the Chief Administrative Patent Judge - both will absolutely insist
that they have no jurisdiction over MPEP procedural issues underlying
rejections of claims, and that the issue should be presented to the other. Judge
Fleming will confinn that a significant fraction of all appeals are dismissed
without decision because the examiner failed to set forth findings on all
procedurally-required issues.) Since there is no written guidance defining the
scope of certain supervisors' responsibilities (see § 1ll.C at page 10 of this
letter), patent applicants have no way to get out of this game of l-card Monte.

•

Recently, this has escalated: the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Patent
Examination Policy, and the editor of the MPEP (the PTO's most significant
guidance document) now go one step further, and insist that the most important
chapter of the MPEP is totally non-binding against agency employees, because
no agency supervisor has responsibility for enforcing it. (See Appendix I.)

•

One procedure for correcting examiner errors is a "petition to withdraw
premature final rejection." The PTO often refuses to follow its guidance, and

thereby denies applicants any effective means to have PTa guidance enforced.
For example, in application 09/385,394, a first petition for premature final
rejection in 2003 was dismissed as not directed to petitionable subject matter,
even though MPEP § 707(c) states "it is reviewable by petition!' A second
petition in the same application was filed in January 2006. Thc PTa has
simply refused to act on this petition, and it sits undecided three years later. I I
•

One path available for correction of examiner error, MPEP § 710.06, allows an
applicant to send an erroneous examiner paper back to have it reissued in
corrected form. However, the PTa consistently refuses to follow its own
guidance here. For example, Appendix 2 is a series of papers that begins with
a request for corrected paper under MPEP § 710.06. This should have gone to
the examiner, who should have issued a corrected paper. Instead, Technology
Center Director Jack Harvey (a T.e. Director is an examiner's "grand boss,"
typically responsible for 300-500 examiners) intervened, and recharacterized
the paper as if it were a petition under 37 C.F.R. § 1.181 (which the paper is
clearly not). T.C. Director Harvey "decides" issues that were never presented,
and avoids deciding the issues that were presented. Typically, after a decision
on petition, the next decision by the examiner takes several weeks. However,
here, the examiner acted the very next dav, while the petition decision was still
in themail.andissuedanoticeofabandonment. l1

•

Appendix 3 is a rough transcript of a telephone call with a Supervisory
Examiner (a first-line supervis'or) in which the Supervisory Examiner explains
that she does not enforce MPEP procedural requirements vis-a.-vis her
examiners. This conversation predates the Good Guidance Bulletin effective
date in summer 2007. but is representative of other conversations I have had
with other supervisors since then.

Regulatory review should require agencies to conduct substantial introspection, to
ensure that an agency's problems are not caused by the agency's own procedural lapses.

B.

Agencies Should be Required to Provide Strong Self-Regulatory
Guidance - e.g. Checklists

Agencies cannot leave junior employees to make up the law for themselves. The
PTa has a rather unique problem, in that it must make hundreds of thousands of very
complex legal/technological decisions per year. For reasons that are perfectly
understandable, most of these decisions are made by technologically-trained but legally

11 I am aware of several other applicants that have petitions that the PTO has refused to
decide for 3, 4, 5 and 7 years. In each case, the applicant's only apparent crime is to be quite
adamant in asking that the PTO follow its own rules. Apparently the PTO uses delay as a means
to retaliate.
12 Likewise, there are further surrounding facts and circumstances that suggest that this
forced abandonment is an act of retaliation by T.e. Director Harvey against an applicant that
requesled that the PTO follow its own procedures. I will discuss these facts with you by phone, if
you need further elaboration.

untrained examiners. The PTO. and similarly-situated agencies, must not leave such
employees at personal discretion to make up the law.
It's essential that PTO examiners have robust, and mandatory, guidance on
procedures, including procedural rules for making substantive determinations.
Agencies should be required to provide strong checks and balances to ensure
compliance with guidance procedures. Supervision of procedural guidance must be
delegated to supervisors that are not compensated based on production, and that therefore
do not have direct financial incentives for allowing subordinates to breach procedure.
Such supervision should occur in more or less real time; agencies should not require the
public to engage in long-delayed and expensive "appeal" processes when the error is
simply an employee who won't follow the rules. The PTO should move "petitions"
decision-making from Technology Center Directors, who arc compensated based on
production numbers, to an ombudsman role that is not so compensated.
Agencies should be required to self-examine for both Type I and Type II errors.
The PTO has a fairly robust quality review for applications that have been allowed;
which catches applications that were wrongly allowed and should be rejected. However,
the quality review for applications that are wrongly rejected is conducted on (anecdotally)
less than 1% of applications. More importantly. the accountability, compensation, and
promotion consequences for wrongful rejections are essentially non-existent, while the
consequences for wrongful allowances is rather harsh. (One mid-level PTO employee
told me that an erroneous allowance is treated as a "felony" that can end hopes for
promotion, while erroneous rejections are "misdemeanors" with essentially zero
consequence, no maner how numerous or egregious.) This skewed accountability system
leads to skewed decision-making.
Agencies might be required to account for the costs they impose on the public by
sloppy decision-making, and by failing to provide appropriate supervision of employees,
using an accounting system somewhat analogous to the Paperwork Reduction Act
paperwork budget. The costs should be reported by regulated parties. Agencies do not
see the budgets or anorney bills for regulated parties, and should not be responsible for
generating this information, only reporting what they collect from regulated parties.
13

The medical profession has recently awakened to the value of checklists.
Similarly, agencies should be encouraged to give checklists to their decision-making
employees. For example, the PTO should give its examiners checklists for the primary
classes of actions that examiners decide. A sample checklist for obviousness
determinations might look something like this:

o

Every obviousness rejection must show that all elements are known in the prior
art that is applied

o

It is !1£lli obvious to create a new element out of nothing

13 E.g., Alul Gawande, The Checklist, New Yorker (Dec. 10,2007),
hup:!lw,""w.newyorker.com 1rcponingl2007/121 I0/07121 Ora fact gawandc

o

Every multi·reference obviousness rejection must show some reason to
combine, supported by substantial evidence. Possible ways to show reason to
combine:

o

some improvemcnt, predictable solution, incentive, or known method to
achieve a predictable result, shown in the art and applicable to the
combination posed in the rejection

o

"a finite number of identified, predictable solutions"

o

Every obviousness rejection must show some "reasonable expectation of
success," supported by substantial evidence. Possible ways to show:
"predictable results"

o
o

o

"improve similar devices" in the same way as known devices
"a finite number of identified, predictable solutions," with "anticipated
success"

o

'lhe variations are predictable to one of ordinary skill in the art."

The overwhelming majority of all rejections issued by the Patent Office omit one or more
required showings - For several years in a class I teach, I have asked the students (all
experienced patent attorneys) for the rate of omission they see vis-a.-vis this checklist, and
everyone else's experience is the same as mine - the rate of compliance with existing
guidance for stating rejections is well below 10%. If examiners were given simple
checklists, the error rate would drop. If applicants are given these checklists in the PTO's
guidance document, and the PTO institutes procedures by which applicants can return
defective work to the examiner to be done over with no additional production counts for
the examiner, the PTO's error rates and rework problems will vanish in two quarters.

C.

Definitions of Terms of Art tbat Govern Scope of Agency Obligations

Several key tenns that define the scope of protections for the public under PTO
procedural rules are defined at some length in the case law, but not in the PTO's guidance
documents. Consequently, every PTO employee feels free to make up the definitions of
key legal terms of art, and procedural protections that appear strong on paper vanish in
practice. Examples at the PTO include the word "action" in 37 C.F.R. § 1.181 (a),
"appealable subject maner," and "new ground ofrejection.,,14
Lawyers who practice in the courts understand how crucial definitions are, and
that definitions for key tcrms are often defined in casc law. Non-lawyer agency
employees often do not understand this. Executive Order 12,866 (or OMB guidance to
agencies) should strongly encourage agencies to set out definitions of key terms that
define the scope of procedural protections.

14 Suggested definitions for key tenns were provided to the PTO in notice and comment
leners. The PTO did not reject these suggestions for definitions, the PTO simply ignored the
comments in its final rule notices. Ignoring comments is, of course, illegal under the
Administrative Procedure Act and the Paperwork Reduction Act. A new Executive Order could
substantially improve regulatory transparency by requiring agencies to include definitions of key
legal tenns, especially procedurallenns, in their guidance documents.

IV.

Cheating
A.

OMB Sbould C.-eate Some Fo.-m of Sanctions Against Agencies that
Cbeat, and Against the Individuals in the Agency that Sponsor tbe
Cheating

In its five major rule makings of the last three years, the PTO made the following
errors that crippled OMB·s ability to provide regulatory review:
•

Both E.O. 12,866 § 6(a)(I) and the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C.
§ 3506(c)(2)(A) require agencies to confer with the public to ensure that any rule
is well-designed to achieve its objectives, at minimum burden to the public, and
that burden estimates are objective. Either the PTO breached these laws by not
conferring with respect to the Continuations and Claims Rules (RlN 0651·AB93
and -AB94), IDS Rule (RIN 0651-AB95), Appeal Rule (RIN 0651-AC 12),
Alternative Language Rule (0651-ACOO), and an MPEP revision planned for
February 2009, or else the PTO withheld any record of such meetings from FOIA
requests I made, from the record the PTO produced in the TaJas v. Dudas
litigation, and from its submissions to OMB.

•

The PTO's IDS Rule (RIN 0651-AB95), Appeal Rule (RfN 0651-AC 12), and
Alternative Language Rule (0651-ACOO) were all "determined to be not
significant." High-quality, peer reviewed estimates by knowledgeable patent
attorneys detennined that they would impose billions or tens of billions of dollars
of burden. 15

•

The PTO classified both the Continuations and the Claims rules (RIN 0651-AB93
and -AB94) as "other significant," by the device of splitting them apan, and
reporting to OMS only the costs of each as if implemented separately. The PTO
simply ignored the costs imposed by the interactions between the two.
Surprisingly, the PTO split the two rules only for E.O. 12,866 purposes.
Ironically, in order to reduce its own paperwork, the PTO treated them as a single
rule for Paperwork Reduction Act purposes.

•

In October 2007, in a meeting with Mr. Neyland, Robert Bahr (the PTO's
representative at an E.O. 12,866 meeting) acknowledged that the PTO's
certification of "not significant" for the IDS rule was a "typo." Mr. Bahr
acknowledged that the PTO had not corrected the "typo" in fifteen months. In
this meeting, Mr. Bahr was shown private sector estimates that the paperwork
burden was in the range of $ 2 billion to $ 7 bi II ion per year - Mr. Bahr did not

IS See Letter of David Boundy to Susan Dudley, Oct. 17,2007,
hnp://www.'t\hitehouse.gov/ombJoiraf0651 eomments/477.pdf (estimating partial cost of IDS
rule 0651-AB95 at about $2 billion per year in direct paperwork costs); Letter of Richard Belzer
to Susan Dudley, Oct. 26. 2007, hnp://www.whilehouse.goviombloira/0651/commentsl478.pdf
(estimating a morc-comprehensive set of costs at about $7 billion per year); Lcner of Richard
Belzer (0 Susan Dudley, Jan. 16,2008, hnp:/lwww.reginfo.gov/publicJdoflJownIQadDocumclll?
document ID""57744& \<crsion-I (estimating eosts of four of the five rules at S13-34 billion per
year).

disagree. Eighteen months after the PTO's billion-dollar "typo" has been brought
to its attention, the PTO has still not published a correction of its "typo."
•

The PTO refused to make required Paperwork Reduction Act submissions to
OMB at the time of the Notices of Proposed Rulemaking for the Alternative
Language and Appeal Rules, for reasons that have no grounding in any statute.

•

In late 2005 and through 2006, the PTO at least made the required filings (though
with poor-quality estimates). After spring 2007, as public pressure against these
rules mounted, the PTO consistently characterized these rules under E.O. 12,866
and the Paperwork Reduction Act into categories that would exempt them from
OMS review.

Meanwhile, the PTO showed that it understood the law - for example, for 0651
AB55, the PTO made appropriate Paperwork Reduction Act filings as this rule
progressed, and made corrective filings to correct earlier errors.
The errors in the five major, contentious rules are all ofthe kind one would expect
to see if the PTO has been attempting to "fly under the radar" by mischaracterizing its
rules so that OMS would not give them serious review. Especially when contrasted with
the PTO's rule making on non-contentious rules, it's hard to explain the PTO's conduct
ofthc last three years as anything other than deliberate cheating.
In addition, the PTO has breached a number of provisions, apparently by simply
refusing to implement the Executive Order or Good Guidance Bulletin:
•

Since July 2007, the PTO has issued several guidance documents that are clearly
"economically significant," with none of the process required by the Executive
Order or Good Guidance Practices. The include revisions to the MPEP, new
guidelines on obviousness, and new examiner training materials.

•

The various lists of guidance documents, contact information for guidance
enforcement officials, etc. required by the Good Guidance Practices Bulletin are
not up on the PTO's web site.

•

The "officials" and "offices" whose designation is required by the Good Guidance
Bulletin have apparently not been designated - at least contact infonnation for
them is not on the PTO's web site.

The PTO cannot plead ignorance. I personally discussed the Good Guidance Practices
Bulletin with John Love (then the Deputy Commissioner for Patent Examination Policy)
at a conference in September 2007, and the Bulletin has been brought to the PTO's
attention repeatedly in notice and comment letters. OMB should ask PTO to explain its
refusal to implement Good Guidance Practices.
The Executive Order should be strengthened so that agencies can't cheat.
Agencies should not be tempted to simply ignore analysis of economic effect (so the
effcct can be estimated at zero), or to under-report. 16 Agencies that have had difficulties

16 The PTO classified the IDS, Alternative Language, and Appeal rules as "not
significant," that is, having essentially zero economic effect.

complying with their obligations should be required to provide OMB and the public with
progress and implementation reports, and perhaps extra procedural remedies to cure the
agency's breaches.
When a regulation is clearly directed solely to reducing an agency's workload, the
range of sanctions available is clearly larger than in the case of regulations directed to the
protection of the public.

B.

Based on "Best Obtainable Economic Information"

E.O. 12,866 § l(b)(7) requires "Each agency shall base its decisions on the best
reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, economic, and other infonnation concerning
the need for, and consequences of, the intended regulation or guidance document."
Requirements for objcctively estimating compliance paperwork burden and regulatory
burden should be strengthened.
In the PTO's five major 2006-08 rule makings, the PTO never conferred with any
member of the public to assess economic impact (or if the PTO did, no records of that
consultation was included in the record produced for the TaJas v. Dudas litigation). In
particular, whenever the PTO stated estimates of paperwork burden, compliance, and
regulatory burden, the PTO based its estimates solely on "discussions with USPTO
staff,,,17 who, at the time, had no private sector experience in preparing the papers.
OMS should strengthen the ICR rules of5 C.F.R. Part 1320, and the rules for
estimating compliance and regulatory burden costs under E.O. 12,866. In particular,
agencies should be required to consult with members of the public who have actual
experience in the relevant field. E.g.. for costs of preparing patent prosecution papers,
the only people who know are patent attorneys. For economic impacts of various patent
laws, in-house counsel, law finn "deal" patent counsel, corporate management, etc. must
know, PTO stafThave no access to reliable infonnation. When an agency has no contact
with substantive law or the economic life ofits regulated subject matter, the agency
should be strongly discouraged from relying on opinions of its own staff.

C.

High-Risk Agencies

Agencies that have the following characteristics might warrant closer scrutiny
than others.

17 ICF International, Certification Analysis Under The Regulatory Flexibility Act,
Changes to Practice for Continued Examination Filings, Patent Applications Containing
Patentably Indistinct Claims, and Examination of Claims in Patent Applications (Jun. 29, 2009),
hnp:!lwww.lIspto.gov/web/offices/pacJdapp'oplaJpresenlation/ccfreenificationanalysis.pdf. All
of the burden estimates in this document were based on "discussions with USPTO staff," none on
consultation with any member of the public who would have relevant knowledge. Many of the
estimates of"USPTO staff" that can be objectively checked against the PTO's own databases are
simply wrong. Even when the PTO rclied on objective extcmal sources, the PTO failed to
confirm that the estimate on which it relied was at all relevant to estimating the infonnation
collection that the PTO proposed.

At a few agencies, senior officials receive performance-related bonus payment's
based on "measurable goals.,,18 Interestingly, the PTO has disclosed the amounts of these
bonuses - typically 12·20% of salary - but not what the "measurable goals" are, let alone
the measurements against goals. Agencies that have such bonus structures should take
care not to use rule making to manipulate agency performance against those goals. For
example, some PTO documents 19 suggest that the rate of affirmanceIreversa I by the
Board ofPatcnt Appeals is one of the criteria used in computing management bonuses.
The PTO's 2007-08 rule on appeals (RIN 0651-AC 12) would have shifted the burden of
proof during appeals from the PTO to the applicant, which would substantially change
this affirmance/reversal rate, The PTO's rulemaking notices did not identify any public
policy goal to be served by this change. Agencies with bonus structures should be very
transparent about the critcria used in determining bonuses, and take some care to ensure
that rule making is not used to artificially manipulate staff bonuses.
Agencies that have only procedural rulemaking authority often do not participate
in or oversee enforcement, private sector conduct, or commercial transactions in their
subject maner areas. This lack of practical feedback deprives these agencies of
understanding of how their rules can affect costs, outcomes, and derivative economic
activity. Similarly, some agencies - including the PTO - have very Iinle inflow of
personnel from the private sector, and therefore have little insight into the real-life
economic effects of agency rules. These agencies might be required to seek morc
external help before regulating.

V.

Conclusion

I can document most of the claims in this I.ener if you require, but assembling that
documentation is very time consuming, so I have only skimmed the surface. Let me
know if you need anything specific.
I appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments. Feel free to call me with
any questions, at (212) 294-7848 .

•1 ·'the Commissioners may receive a bonus in an amount orup to, but not in excess of,
50 percent orthe Commissioners' annual rate of basic pay. based upon an evaluation ... orthe
Commissioners' performance as defined in an annual performance agreement between the
Commissioners and the Secretary. The annual performance agreements shall incorporate
measurable organization and individual goals in key operational areas as delineated in an annual
perfonnance plan agreed to by the Commissioners and the Secretary." 35 U.S.c. § 3(b)(2)(B).
19 hnp:/!www.uspto.gov/web/offices!comJadvisory/reportsippac 2007annualmLodf, page
2, n. 2

Appendix 1; Email From Office of PTO's Senior-Most Patent Examination
Policy Officer Stating PTO's Policy of Non-Supervision
A colleague recently forwarded this email string to me.
otc that the original question is framed in the exact words of the Final Bulleting
for Agency Good Guidance Practices; the PTO slates that it does not implement the
Bulletin, and that there is no mechanism for obtaining supervisory review by any lawyer,
or by any mid-level or senior PTO official.
John Love is the recently-retired Deputy Commissioner for Patent Examination
Policy, the PTO official most responsible for PTO rule making and rule enforcement
governed by the Executive Order, and for guidance governed by the Final Bulletin for
Agency Good Guidance Practices. Magdalen Grcenliefis the editor of the Manual of
Patent Examining Procedure, the PTO's key guidance document (well over 2000 pages),
which is on the desk of essentially every patent anomey.
The name of the attorney is redacted.

From: Greenlief, Magdalen
To: [attorney]
CC: love, John
Sent: Wed
Subject: FW: MPEP Questions
Dear [attorney]
Your e-mail was forwarded to me for reply.
Any failure by the examiner to follow the MPEP is neither appealable nor petitionable.
There are too many scenarios in the MPEP where we state "the examiner must" do
something.
Hope this answers your questions.
Best regards.
Magdalen Greenlief

From: love, John
Sent: Thursday 8:45 AM
To: Greenlief, Magdalen
Subject: FW: MPEP Questions

Magdalen, please respond to this individual and cc me. . thanks.

--Original Message--

From:[attomey]
sent: Wednesday 9:40 PM
To: Love, John
Subject: MPEP Questions

Deputy Commissioner Love:
... I am writing to seek your feedback on several questions concern the level of reliance
that may I place on the MPEP.
Does the PTO consider the MPEP binding on examiners or the BPAI? When the MPEP
uses mandatory language ("must", "will", etc), does a patent examiner have authority to
depart from such MPEP requirements? Do examiners need to obtain appropriate

supervisory concurrence prior to such departures? What is the procedure for doing so?
Do you have any advice as to what is the most appropriate way to raise such departures

and to obtain enforcement of MPEP requirements (if that is possible)?
Thank you and best regards,
[attorney]

Appendix 2: Decision of a Technology Center Director Who Intervened to
Prevent an Examiner from Following PTO Guidance
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Title:
Filed:
Art Unit:
Examiner:

09/672,841

Atty. Docket:
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Customer No.

68536

Confirmation No.:
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T.R. Ramesh, et aI.
Y ALlDATION OF MEMORY REFERENCES

September 28, 2000
2183
Richard Ellis

I certify that this correspondence, along with any documents
referred to therein, is being deposited with the United Stales
Postal Service on November 24, 200& as Express Mail, Post
Office to Addressee, Express Mail Label No. EH 470 710 396
US. in an envelope with sufficient postage addressed 10 Mail
Stop 2100 SPRE Shop, Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box

'~~

REQUEST FOR CORRECTION, WITHDRAWAL OF ABANDONMENT,
PROCEDURALLY·COMPLETE EXAMINATION, AND
ENFORCEMENT OF GOOD GUIDANCE
Mail Stop 2100 SPRE Shop
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Applicant calls the Office's attention to a number of defects in the Office papers of
September 22 and 23, 2008, and requests that:
(a) The "Decision" of September 22, 2008 should be vacated, because it was issued in
violation of Presidential instructions to agencies, and outside the authority delegated by
the Undersecretary to the T.C. Director.
(b) The Notice of Abandonment of September 23, 2008 should be vacated because no
Office Action was outstanding to which any reply was due.
(c) This application and other related applications should be reassigned to a different
examiner. This is a renewal-of a request that has been presented several times and has
now been pending for nearly two years.
(d) Once item (c) is decided, the application should be examined as provided by 37 C.F.R.
§ 1.104 and MPEP Chapters 700 and 2100.

114596-30-0126BS
30081124 R~ for Correction orDceiskln on Petj(ion.doc

SIN 09/672,841

Application Serial No. 09/672,841
Attorney Docket No. 114596-30-012685
Request. This paper dated November 24, 2008

J.

Background
An incomplete Office Action was issued AprilS, 2007. As will be discussed further

below, the April 2007 "Office Action" contains a number of errors, mostly omissions of
components required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.1M(£) and MPEP Chapter 2100.
Applicant timely filed a request under MPEP § 710.06 requesting correction of those
errors and omissions, on July 4, 2007. Applicant's MPEP § 710.06 request does not raise issues
relating to "premature final rejection" or 37 C.F.R. § 1.100(a).
In a paper of September 22, 2008, captioned "Decision on Petition to Withdraw the

Finality of an Office Action," the Office responds by noting that the Office paper of April 2007
complied with § 1.1000a). This "Decision" does not address the issues arising under
§ l.I04(cX2) or MPEP Chapter 2100 that were raised in the July 4, 2007 MPEP § 710.06

request.
After this decision, the Office acted with uncharacteristic haste: the next day, September
23,2008, the Office issued a Notice of Abandonment.
II.

First Error: This is a Request Under MPEP § 710.06, not a Petition
The "Decision" of September 22, 2008, at page 1, states that "The Request under MPEP

710.06 is treated as a petition under 37 CFR 1.181 ..." The "Decision" states no basis for
recharacterizing Applicant's MPEP § 710.06 request from MPEP § 710.06 to § l.I81.
Applicant's attorney is unaware of any law that would permit the Office to unilaterally
recharacterize a paper filed under a specific provision into something else that it is not.
Applicant's July 4, 2007 MPEP § 710.06 request is clearly captioned a "Request for
Completion of Office Action Pursuant to MPEP § 710.06." Applicant's July 4, 2007 MPEP
§ 710.06 request asks for precisely the kinds of corrections provided by § 710.06, "explaining the
references more explicitly or giving the reasons more fully." The July 4, 2007 MPEP § 710.06
request was filed in EFS as "Applicant ArgwnentsIRemarks Made in an Amendment," which
would have directed it to the correct place, the examiner.
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It is c1earlY!!Q1 a petition. Neither the word "petition" nor any citation to 37 C.F.R.

§ U81 is used in the July 4, 2007 MPEP § 710.06 request.'
The Office states no basis for recharacterizing it as a petition, or redirecting it from the
examiner to the SPRE. This action of the Office was error_

An example ofa proper Office action in response to a request under MPEP § 710.06 is
illustrated at 10/023,241. A request was filed September 4, 2007, and a new Office Action (non
final)

was mailed October 15,2007.
This application has been pending for over eight years. As Applicant noted in

Applicant's MPEP § 710.06 request, the dominant factor in the extraordinary delays has been the
examiner's consistent failure, and occasionally expressly stated (see Exhibit A), refusal to honor
PTO guidance and to follow PTO procedures. When both sides follow the written procedures, it
is easy to reach an agreement and move an application forward. However, when the PTO
ignores written procedures, or makes up new procedures out of the blue, forward progress is
impossible. Applicant respectfully urges that the role of a T.e. Director is to ensure compliance
with rules and guidance, not to spin things further out of control by improvising new procedures.

III.

Second Error: Applicant's MPEP § 710.06 request was timely
At page 7, the "Decision" of September 22, 2007 states that Applicant's July 4, 2007

MPEP § 710.06 request is denied as untimely, because not filed within two months. The
"Decision" is wrong.

I It is gratifying that the Office now recognizes that issues relating to rejections of claims may be
petitionable subject matter, if the relief requested is the procedural or supervisory relief that the Board of
Patent Appeals cannot grant (rather than the substantive determination of patentability that is the
exclusively within the jurisdiction of the Board), or if the issues arise under procedural guidance in the
MPEP mat are not within the Board's subject maner jurisdiction. This of course is the only possible
result undcr January 2007 instructions from the President to all agencies. Executive Office of the
President. "Final Bulletin for Agency Good Guidance Practices," OMB Memorandum M-07-07,
http://www.wbitehouse.gov/omblmemorandal fy2007/m07·07.pdf(Jan. 18,2007),72 Fed. Reg. 3432
(Jan. 25, 2007); and "Implementation of Executive Order 13422 (amending Executive Order 12866) and
the OMB Bulletin on Good Guidance Practices," OMB Memorandum M·07·13,
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/ memorandalMOO7/m07.13.Qdf (April 25, 2007).
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MPEP § 710.06 clearly states that a request for a new Office Action is timely any time
"within the period for reply set in the Office action," in this case, three months. There is no
dispute that Applicant's July 4, 2007 MPEP § 710.06 request was filed within the time specified.
IfMPEP § 710.06 sets a three·month deadline for a request, then the July 4, 2007 MPEP

§ 710.06 request cannot possibly be a petition. Filing within the 3-month deadline was timely.
This alone shows that the T.C. Director erred.

IV.

Tbird Error: Tbe September 22, 2008 "Decision" Omitted Consideration of Issues
Even if the July 4, 2007 MPEP § 710.06 request were a petition - which it is not - the

September 22, 2008 "Decision" erred by failing to decide the issues presented. "In accordance
with the Administrative Procedure Act, the agency must assure that an applicant's petition is
fully and fairly treated at the administrative leveL." In re Kumar, 418 F.3d 1361, 1367, 76

USPQ2d 1048, 1052 (Fed. Cir. 2005).
First, Applicant's MPEP § 710.06 request presented 33 issues. Taken at its most
generous, the September 22, 2008 "Decision" addresses only four. By failing to treat the July 4,
2007 MPEP § 710.06 request "fully," the T.C. Director violated the Administrative Procedure
Act.
Second, the errors noted in Applicant's MPEP § 710.06 request relate to breaches of 37

C.F.R. § 1.104(£)(2), failure to "designate portions relied on" or "explain their pertinence." No
error arising under § 1.1 04(a) was raised. The "Decision" of September 22, 2008 never
discusses any issue arising under § 1.104(£)(2). Instead, it quotes § 1.1 04C!) in bold and states
that the April 2007 Office Action complied with § 1.1 04~. Even the minimal analysis of only
four issues in the September 22, 2008 "Decision" is totally irrelevant to the issues raised. The
September 22, 2008 "Decision" failed to treat the issues presented "fairly," and thus broke the
law.
Items 19-26 are especially clear - the Office Action of April 2007 does not explicitly
discuss claims 38 or 41, it only says claims 38 and 41 are "rejected for the same reasons [as]
claim 25" and 22. But claims 38 and 41 have a number of claim limitations that are not found in
claims 25 and 22. The Office Action cannot possibly be anything but "error," because Examiner
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Ellis failed to address the claim language. The Decision does not explain how the Office Action
can be anything else.
Item 32 is also particularly clear: the Office Action of April 2007 is dead silent on
"reasonable expectation of success." In April 2007, MPEP §§ 2143 and 2143.02 required such a
discussion. Analogous requirements exist in current MPEP § 2143. This factor is mandatory;
failure to consider it cannot be anything but "error."
The examiner's papers have been incomplete, and have failed to address relevant and
required issues. It is ironic at best that the T.C. Director would dismiss a request for complete
examination within the rules by issuing an incomplete paper that failed to address relevant issues
and stepped outside the bounds of the law.

V.

Fourth Error: The September 22, 2008 "Decision" does Dot show that the
Examiner's April 2007 paper had DO error, it merely highlights the errors
The September 22, 2008 "Decision" states as follows:
I. Par8Bf3ph IO(A.}. WMI particular instnx:rioa ofBen-Meir '073 COJTellponds to the
"ygWlgCT instNction" o(cllljrn IS?
. 2. Pllft&I'IPh IO(B). What particular instNttion of Ben-Meir '073 corresponds 10 die
"older il1$V\lction" of claim IS?
3. ParagrapJl lO(B). Wbat. (eature of BfJI-Meir "73 con-esponds 10 the claim
language "based on"'?
•. Paragraph 100di!cussion) Claim IS rocites !hat -partial execution" of a "yollnger
irlStfuCtion" affects execution of an ·older inslruction." The Office Action is not
dear. but suggests thaI perhaps the ·olda" insinlel.ion" eorr~n~ 10 "aJl instnlction
that ocelli after the slore.· If thif iat~reution of tm Action i, comet, lID
cuplmutlon will be rcquiRd of any semc that ins1Nctions -aftc(" &rC Ibought 10 be
"older."

Wilb respea to ihe questionUiuues reproduced above relating to claim 15, il ts noted that
examiner bll mapped the limitations of~)I)UDF insln.tction·, "oldc:r imtNction", CfC. to
.spcK:i lic portiOI1l o( lhc prior. art cilod, IJld has provided an C\lIplanation as can be seen from
areprod\1e:tio.D; of the rejection of ~1airn I5 below:

Ben.Mcir et ll.1. taust\l (e.g. see flIP. 1·1) !he in"Q'l.iOll ~ elairned (as perclaim 15),
incllMlina: I data processing ("Dr'") S)'StCID comprising: ,
A.. partially CJ[llCuIin£ (col 4 liMs 56-61, col. 161ioes 29-44) a youoBer
IDltruttio~a portion (fig. I, 130, 140, 141, 142, 143) o(an i"tl:Sl1\lawn pipeline
(fig. 3, col. 4 lines 6-9) abovelln issue buffer (fig. 1, 180) o( II compuler, and;
B. based on dlat partial execution (col 7 Jintl 1J.22, col. 16 lines 14-20),
prcventina: c::ompletion o[an haJtnictlot&lder than tho YGW1&er instnlction (col. 7
lines 19-28,ool16 lines 19-29) Based upo~e Gata obtained from lIle "partial
tJl:mldoo" (243,443.1 ..• 443.4) lhe dc1ection ofa match o{tnaldm with a store
operation rUults in llWlhlnS au inslNl:tio'ftl from the pipdine Ihat occur after the
Itore (col. 7liIll:5 22-28). ~ore, I)'OUIl.gl:1 insttuetion who'. address ficl~
(243,443.1 ... 443.4) match a store ~I will cancel not only [tsell, but ~11 olbtl'
inaU\ICtiolll inlhe p~line, ineluding instructiont ot.csa-lhan itp;lflJld )'9W1g.er lhan
lhe ROle opcntion th,t amc:ntcd the mIolehing addK~.
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The "Decision" itself makes clear that the omissions raised in Applicant's MPEP § 710.06
request are genuine errors: the T.e. Director was unable to identify any "pertinence" of the
reference to the particular claim language questioned based on the incomplete discussion in the
Office Action. If the pertinence is "apparent" as required by § 1.104(c)(2), the T.e. Director
should have no difficulty providing "clearly explained" answers to all 31 questions, as required
by 37 C.F.R. § 1.I04(c)(2).
If one compares the Office Action to the

Ben~Meir

reference. it is indisputable that some

parts of the claim language have been considered by the examiner, and some have not - or at
least no "pertinence" of the "designated portions" of the references to the claim language is
"clearly explained" as required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.1 04(c)(2). Note that the particular claim
language questioned in the MPEP § 710.06 request has no "mapping," as highlighted above. The
Action "maps" the "portion of an instruction pipeline." but not the "younger instruction." The
Action "maps" the "preventing completion" of some unspecified instruction, but not the "older
instruction" of the claim. The Office Action never shows the claim's interrelationships among
the "older instruction," "younger instruction," and "preventing."
Note that at this procedural point, a wrong explanation from the examiner would be
procedwally adequate to meet 37 C.F.R. § I. I04(cX2). The only thing § I. 104(c)(2) forbids is
silence. Replying to a wrong statement is easy; reading an examiner's mind is not.
The September 22, 2008 "Decision" suggests "a disagreement between the examiner and
applicant's counsel in the interpretation of the claim language and the prior art." If that were
true, this attorney would proceed to reply or appeal without delay. The problem is that Examiner
Ellis refuses to state his positions, and refuses to precisely address the claim language. No
disagreement yet exists, because there can be no disagreement when one party is silent. When an
examiner plays "hide the ball" no progress is possible.

VI.

Abandonment was the product of PTO errors and should be witbdrawn
The September 23, 2008 Notice of Abandonment is in error.
First, the April 5, 2007 Office Action was void when issued. As noted above, the PTO

has never disputed that at least 27 of the errors noted in Applicant's MPEP § 710.06 request are
breaches of either 37 C.F.R. § 1.104(c)(2) or MPEP §§ 2143-2143.03. When an agency manual
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sets requirements for agency personnel,. an agency "action" in violation of that manual is void
and without effect. Vi/areW v. Seaton, 359 U.S. 535, 545 (1959) (when an agency acts contrary
to its own

~anual,

the resulting action is "illegal and of no effect," emphasis added); Service v.

Dulles, 354 U.S. 363, 374·76 (1957) (unpublished manual was binding, and violation of that
manual was ground for setting aside agency action); New England Tank Industries ofNew

Hampshire v. U.S., 861 F.2d 685, 688, 694 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
The Executive Office of the President recently sent instructions to all agencies reminding
them of their long-standing obligations to follow their own guidance manuals. (Exhibit B). The
April 2007 paper violated the President's instructions, and was therefore outside the scope of
authority of a member of the executive branch, and was therefore void on the day it was issued.
7

Second, the July 4, 2007 MPEP § 710.06 request tolled any period for reply, until the
Action is reissued with a new date for reply.

lltird, the PTO has not obtained an OMB Control Nwnber for the procedures currently at
issue, and failed to display the notice required by the Paperwork Reduction Act. Under 44

u.s.c. § 3512, ''no person shall be subject to any penalty for failing to comply" with any
requirements that the PTO may believe to apply.
Fourth, Applicant's July 2008 MPEP § 710.06 request is at the very least a bonafide
reply to a non-final Office Action of April 2007. It was timely filed. Even if the PTO had
addressed every single issue in the MPEP § 710.06 request, and had stated its disagreement, the
proper next action of the PTO would have been a Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment or Final
Office Action. The PTO acted outside its procedures to create an improper abandonment.
Abandonment should be withdrawn.

VII.

Preliminary Issue: The June 29, 2004 paper bas already been "accepted as timely
filed"
As the "Decision" itself notes, the June 29, 2004 paper was "accepted as timely filed."

Exactly the docwnents that the PTO requested to establish timely mailing were tendered in
October 2006, and they were accepted. No further "clarification of the record" is necessary.
Further, this duplicative request for information does not "display a valid control number
assigned by the Director" of the Office of Management and Budget as required by 44 U.S.c.

RequeSi for Correction, Withdrlwal of AblTldonmenl, and E:l[lminllion
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§ 3512(a)(I), and does not include the language required by 44 U.S.C. § 3512(a)(2). Duplicative
requests for information, after the facts are already established, is barred by 44 U.S.C.

§ 3506(c)(3)(B). For three separate reasons, under 44 U.S.C. § 3512, the PTO may not require
further duplicative submission of this information, and may not impose any form of penalty
when Applicant declines the Office's request.

VIII. Renewal of request for new examiner
Exhibit A is yet another copy of a letter requesting that this application be reassigned to
another examiner. This request i.§ within the jurisdiction of the T.C. Director to decide. Even
though this letter has been filed several times over two years, the PTa has failed to act on it.
This violates 5 U.S.C. § 555(b) (..... within a reasonable time, each agency shall proceed to
conclude a maner presented to it.").
If this request is denied and the application is returned to Examiner Ellis, Applicant
requests that he be explicitly instructed that he must follow MPEP guidance, as discussed in the
President's instructions, provided as Exhibit B.

Requc:st for Com:ction, Withdrawal of Abandonment, IIld Examination
This paper dated November 24, 2008
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IX.

Conclusion
Applicant again requests a corrected and complete Office Action, fully compliant with

MPEP § 1.104(c) and MPEP Chapter 2100. If no such Action can be prepared, the application
should issue in due course. The PTO is urged to telephone Applicant's undersigned counsel at
the number noted below if it will advance the prosecution of this application, or with any
suggestion to resolve any condition that would impede allowance. Kindly charge any additional
fee, or credit any surplus, to Deposit Accouot No. 50-3219, Order No. 114596-30-0126BS.
Respectfully submitted,
LAW OFFICES OF DONNA L. ANGOm

Dated: November 24. 2008

By2~
Donna L. AngOttI
Registration No. 32,679

LAW OFFICES OF DONNA ANGOTI1
_140 Broadway, Suite 4600
New York, NY 10005

(212) 858-7515
(212) 858-7750 (FAX)

Request ror Corrmion, Withd~ or Abandonment, and Ell8mJ/\.Wcn
This papa daled November 24, 2008
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to an Examiner who will Follow the Law
091385,394
09/672,841

111003,768
11/004,729

.,

WILLKlE FARR & GAllAGHERW'

117 StvauII A.........
Nr:w Yo'" NY IOOI~~
Tel,212728!OOO
Fu:2127188111

January 19,2007

HoD. John 0011, Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria VA 223134150

•

Re: Complaint against Examiner Richard Ellis. A.V. 2183

Dear Commissioner Doll:
I write to request that several patent applications be reassigned from Examiner Richard
Ellis in Art Unit 2183 to another examiner. His consistent technological error and written refusal to
follow the Office's procedural instructions have imposed at least $1 00,000 in excess costs for five
applications, imposed years of delay, and created immense "rework" burdens on the Office. This Jetter
focuses on issues that have arisen in two sample applications among the five.
Examiner Ellis' papers reflect a lack of basic technological competence. Dr. David
Levine, who teaches undergraduate computer science classes and supervises junior engineer.; in
industry, has submitted several declarations in response to Examiner Ellis' work. Enclosed is a letter
from Dr. Levine evaluating Examiner Ellis' work: Examiner Ellis lacks "an acceptable level of
understanding of ... core concepts," lacks "even the slightest knowledge in the field," is unfamiliar
with "elementary undergraduate concepts," and could not meet "minimal requirements" to "be
involved [in the computer arts] at even the most junior level." Dr. Levine observes that positions
reiterated by Examiner Ellis in multiple papers are "pw-e nonsense." Further observations by Dr.
Levine are set forth in affidavits in 09/626,325 (December 14, 2005) and 091385,394 (July 3, 2003).
More concerning is Examiner Ellis' repeated and consistent faiiure to observe Office
procedures. More than once he has stated in writing that he refuses to follow the Office's written
instructions or Office precedent, and has authority to substitute bis personal opinion. His work is
replete with sins of omission - where Office procedures require an examiner to make showings or set
out a position "clearly," Examiner Ellis is often silent:
•

A sizeable fraction of his discussions of independent claims under § 102 or § 103 totally omit one
or more claim limitations. His analysis is not faulty; he is simply dead silent, which denies an
applicant any "clear issue developed for appeal." When the omission is brought to his attention, he
does not correct his own error in a non-final Office Action (as most other examiners do, and as

3572411S.1
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Hon. John Doll, Commissioner for Patents
January 19,2007
.
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required by the defuiition of "new ground of rejection''). Instead, he issues a final Office Action
that either (8) ignores the same claim language again, or (b) he advances a new and implausible
explanation ofthe type discussed in Dr. Levine's letter. Both techniques are apparently directed
solely at avoiding introduction of a new reference.

•

His papers regularly omit entjre claims except to make pro forma statements that they are rejected
for unspecified reasons, with no analysis or showings. See, for example, non-treatment of claim 87
in 09/385,394, Action of February 2004; see also 09/385,394, first Action 0[212012002 (rejecting
87 claims in three pages of discussion).

•

Examiner Ellis' papers consistently fail to timely "answer all material traversed."

•

His practice, so consist~t1y that it appears to be a deliberate effort to game the [mal rejection rules,
is to play "hide the ball," and to only begin bonafide examination and disclosme of his position in
post-jitlal advisory actions. See, e.g., 09/385,394 (five advisory actions in spring 2003 providing
'
the first discussion of claim language and explanation ofltis fanciful understanding of how
computers work, and then denying entry to an affidavit responding to positions first stated in these

post-final papers); 09/385,394, advisory Action of2l14/05, 1 3, third paragraph (expressly

admitting that the Office Action of October 2004 was "confusing" because the examiner had
crroneowly copied an irrelevant paragraph from a prior docuinent, and prov.iding first disclosure of
examiner's view on an issue, yet maintaining finality).
Examiner Ellis frequently disregards procedural rules and definitions that are designed
to ensure complete consideration to the merits, and efficient, compact prosecution:
•

Technological issues cannot be resolved based on inexpensively-obtained public docwnents;
instead, any progress before Examiner Ellis requires a fannal affidavit of an expert, at a cost of$5 •
10,000. For example, when roughly a dozen dictionaries, treatises, and the like - including those
originally cited by Examiner Ellis - disagreed with his conclusion, he maintained his position
based on a single source, a source that he acknowledged is wrong and needs to be corrected.
09/626,325, Office Action of 10/1412005, 1 9 (conceding that the Microsoft dictionary needs to be
corrected, yet relying on it anyway). See 09/626,325, dispute about the term "thread" extending

from March, 2004 to January 2006.
•

MPEP § 2143.02 requires that any obviousness rejection include a showing of''reasonablc
expectation of success," and MPEP § 706(1) requires that standards be uniform "throughout the
Office." Examiner Ellis disagrees with the MPEP - in his view, he has authority to apply a
different patentability standard. 09/385,394, Action of 211012003, ~ 4, seco'nd paragraph.

•

His papers refuse to accept the courts' and Board's definition of "new ground of rejection."
Instead, citing no authority but his own opinion, and making no attempt to distinguish contraI)'
authority, his papers insist that new explanations of new issues late in prosecution are not "new
groWlds."

Hon. John Doll, Commissioner for Patents
January 19, 2007
Page 3
A number of smaller issues further demonstrate pervasive neglect and inability to
comply with Office policies and procedures:
•

He amended the title of an application without prior approval, violating MPEP § 606.01,leading to
publication with a misleading title. See 09/626,325, paper of April 20, 2006.
.

•

Examiner Ellis insisted that an application could only claim benefit from a single priority
application; priority benefit could not be obtained from a "grandparent." 09/385,394, Advisory
Action of2l1512005, page 3.
.

•

There have been a huge number of grO\Uldless objections to declarations, drawings, and the like,
suggesting an improper purpose, such as "to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the
cost of prosecution."

These applications demonstrate the point made in many of the public comments on the
PTO's proposed "continuation" rules: the underlying cause for a large pl?rtion (perhaps a majority) 0(
the PTO's "rework" problem is examiner error- either omission or failure to observe PTO procedural
requirements that are necessary to compact and correct substantive examination. Examiner Ellis'
omissions and procedural breaches mayor may not be intentional, but the practical effect is
indistinguishable from delibemte obstruction. These omissions and breaches create extraordinary costs
for applicants and for the PTO. Such costs should be borne by those that create them, not by
applicants.

Kindly assign applications 09/385,394, 09/672,841 and J 11004,729 to another examiner.
(The other two of the five applications pending before Examiner Ellis have been allowed, though after
six year pendencies.) Kindly remind Examiner Ellis that the only reason for his continued employment
is to assist in carrying out the Conunissioner's oath to "take care that the laws be faithfully executed,"
including the procedural laws that govern examination.
Please feel free to call me at (212) 294-7848 to discuss any of the above issues. "The
correspondence address for these applications will be changed in the near future to The Law Offices of
Donna Angotti, 140 Broadway, Suite 4600, New York, NY '10005. Any written reply may be directed
to my attention at that address.
Very truly yours,

~E.~
David E. Boundy

Encl.

3572485.1
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David R. LeriDe, PILD.
Lexington, Musadnuctts
do David BoUDdy
Willkie Farr & GaUagher.LLP
787 Seveath Ave
New York, NY 10019

January 14, 2006
T.C. Director Jack Harvey and SPE Eddie Chan
Art Unit 2183
United States Patent and Trademark Office
P.O. Box 1450
Arlington, VA 22313

•
To whom it may concern:
I write in support of Mr. BoWldy's request tbatcertain patent applications be
assigned to another examiner.
Recently, I have provided technological declarations in two patent
applications. In both cases, my primary task was to disentangle a web of oonfusion
created by the examiner - who in both cases happened to be Examiner Richard
Ellis.
In both cases, I was surprised at the nature and magnitude of the examiner's
confusion. Some of the issues relate to material at the very core of the field,
material that one must clearly understand to be involved at even the most junior
level I was struck by the examiner's lack of critical evaluation of the materials or
acceptable level of understanding of these core concepts. In my professional
opinion, no one of reasonable competence would advance the positions to which I
responded, or base them on the flimsy premises that I observed. I would not expect
someone of competence and maturity to maintain such positions after being
questioned on them, 8S I observed in Examiner Ellis' papers.
My Affidavit of July 3, 2003, in App. Ser. No. 09/385,394, addressed
Examiner Ellis' position that data stored left·to-right and data stored right-to-Ieft
are interchangeable, and can be freely mixed, without accounting for the differences
in the way they are stored. Examiner Ellis' view was that the number "4321" was
equal to the number -1234.- This is an issue with a clear "right answer,'" and the
absurdity in Examiner Ellis' view is clearly apparent to anyone with even the
slightest knowledge of the field and the slightest open mind. It was quite surprising
to me that Examiner Ellis had adhered to his impossible answer - on such a self
evident point - for several rounds of papers.

JOSS409.1
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I also provided a declaration in App. 5or. No. 09/626,325, that was filed a. an
exhibit to the Petition of December 14, 2005. The depth of confusion in the
examiner's comments - and the inappropriateness of- his argument - were even
more pronounced. "'Thread," "process," and "concurrency" are elementazy
undergraduate concepts. An understanding of these concepts, aod the ability to
clearly understand where they apply and where they do not, is a minimal
requirement in the area of Operating Systems, multiprocessing, computer
architecture. and instruction processing. Examiner Ellis' papers do not convey that
level of understanding. The multiple levels of inadequacy here are distressing:
• Unfamjliarity with - or refusal to apply - key concepts that lie at the heart of
nearly every design in the arts of computer architecture, instruction
processing, operating systems, and programming languages.
•

Use of inappropriate sources, and failure to check alternate sources to verify
and clarify the information, especially after his initial position was
questioned, and alternate sources were placed before him. (This is
particularly important in Computer Science, where there often is no single
recognized authority on terminology.)

..

Failure to recognize the proper renditions for the use of transitive reasoning.
"Fuzzy" definitions directed to non-specialists (such as those used by

'Examjner Ellis) may be helpful in general overview discussions, but can be
seriously misleading in the context of precise analysis. When we find fuzzy
statements that "A is a kind of B" and "B is a kind of C", we cannot blindly
make a precise assertion that "A is a kind ofC". The cumulative effect of
several "fuzzy" steps in a chain of reasoning leads only to an unreliable
conclusion. His result was pure nonsense.
..

Unwillingness to aocept assistance and clarification, with the effect of adding
extra levels of confusion at each turn.

..

His assertion that "everything is performed in parallel at the same time" and
therefore no scheduling is required (Examiners paper of 10/1412005' 13) is
striking. Every undergraduate knows that any given part of a computer can
only do one thing at a time. Essentially every resource of every computer
must be scheduled carefully, any time it is active. Scheduling and timing is
the single most pervasive problem in computer architecture and instruction
processing, and is the dominant factor in most design decisions. Examiner
Ellis' refusal to even acknowledge, let alone apply, this most basic principle is
inexplicable.

These points are discussed in more detail in my Deelaxation. I would not expect to
see this level of work in my university students or members of my organization who
wished to continue in good. standing.
The level of competence demonstrated in Examiner Ellis' papers is beneficial
neither to the Patent Office nor to those who have to deal with it, and suggests a
JOjS409.1

2
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high risk that these applications are not being examined with sufficient care to
protect the rights of the public.

Furthermore, Mr. Boundy informs me that the law requires an examiner to
articulate his views clearly enough that one of ordinary skill would have reasonable.
notice of an examiner's view and opportunity to respond. When the examiner has
pursued such a tortured chain of reasoning as I've observed here, and has departed
so strikingly from oommonly understood users of terms in the art, it beoomes
difficult at best to understand what position be has taken. In one instance, the
source of his erroneous thinking was not apparent until his post-final papers. In
respect to meeting the requirement for clear articulation of bis position, Examiner
Ellis' work appears inadequate
I join with Mr. Boundy'S request that ATI's applications currently assigned to
Examiner Ellis be assigned to another examiner.

•
Sincerely,

j2if &>wzt, ffj)
David R. Levine, Ph.D.

JOS&40U
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Exhibit B
Executive Office of the President, "Final Bulletin
for Agency Good Guidance Practices"

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

•

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

TK! OIR!CTOR

January 18, 2007

M-07-07

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS
AND AGENCIES

portmanKd6~~

FROM

Rob

SUBJECT:

Issuance of OMB's "Final Bulletin for Agency Good Guidance
Practices"

,

~,!

.

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) today issued a bulletin applicable
to all departments and agencies entitled "Final Bulletin for Agency Good Guidance Practices."
This Bulletin establishes policies and procedures for the development, issuance, and use of
significant guidance documents by Executive Branch departments and agencies and is intended
to increase the quality and transparency of agency guidance practices and the significant
guidance documents produced through them.
This Bulletin is one aspect of a larger OMB effort to ensure and maximize the quality,
utility, objectivity and integrity of information disseminated by Federal agencies, pursuant to the
Information Qual ity Act.
This Bulletin has benefited from extensive public and agency comments received on a draft
released by OMS on November 23, 2005.
Jfyour staff has questions about this guidance, please contact
.
Attachment
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Please find below and/or attached an Office conununication concerning this application or proceeding.
The time period for reply, if any. is set in the attached communication.

PTOI.-90A (Rt'V ()W71

Application No.

Notice of Abandonment

Applicant(s)

09/672,841

RAMESHET AL

Examiner

Art Unit

Richard Ellis

2183

- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the cornlspondence addressThis application is abandoned in view of:
I. ~ Applicant's failure to timely file a proper reply to the Office letter mailed on 05 April 2007.
(a) 0 A reply was received on _ _ (with a certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated _ _ ), which is after the expiration of the
period for reply (including a total extension of time of _ _ month(s» which expired on _ _.
(b)

0

A proposed reply was received on - ' but it does

not constitute a

proper reply under 37 CFR 1.113 (a)

to the final rejection.

(A proper reply under 37 CFR 1.113 to a final rejection consists only of: (1) a timely filed amendment which places the
application in condition for allowance: (2) a timely filed Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee); or (3) a timely filed Request for
Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114).
(c)

0

(d)

t8I No reply has been received.

A reply was received on _ _ but it does not constitute a proper reply, or a bona fide attempt at 8 proper reply, to the non
final rejection. See 37 CFR 1.85(a) and 1.111. (See explanation in box 7 below).

2.0 Applicant'S failure to timely pay the required issue fee and publication fee, if applicable, within the statutory period of three months
from the mailing date of the Notice of Allowance (PTOl-a5).
(a)

0

(b)

0

The issue fee and publication fee, if applicable. was received on _ _ {with a CertifICate of Mailing

Of

Transmission dated

->. which is after the expiration at the slatutolY period for payment of the issue fee (and publication fee) set Fl the Notice at
Allowance (PTOl-85).
TI'le submitted fee of $_ _ is insuffICient A balance of $_ _ is due.
The issue fee required by 37 CFR 1.18 is $_ _. The pub6calion fee, if required by 37 CFR 1.18(d), is $_ _.

(C)

0

The issue fee and publication fee, if applicable, has not been received.

).0 Applicant's failure to timely file corrected drawings as required by, and within the three-month period set in, lhe Notice of
Allowability (PTO-37).
Proposed corrected drawings were received on _ _ (with a certificate of Mailing or Transmission dated _ _), which is
after the expiration of the period for reply.

(a)

0

(b)

0

4.

0

The leller of express abandonment which is signed by the attorney or agent of record, the assignee of lhe entire interest, or all of
lhe applicants.

5.

0

The letter of express abandonment which is signed by an attorney or agent (acting in a representative capacity under 37 CFR
1.34(a») upon the filing of a conlinuing application.

6.

0

The decisiOn by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interference rendered on _ _ and because the period for seeking court review
of the decision has expired and there are no allowed claims.

No corrected drawings have been received.

7.0 The reason(s) below:

/Richard Ellis!
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2183

Petitions 10 revive under 37 CFR 1.137(a) or (b), or requests to withdraw the holding of abandonment under 37 CFR 1.181. should be pl"OfTlltly r~ed 10

minimize anv r.eaative effects on oatenllSfm.
PTOl·1432 (Rev. 04-01)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Commissioner lot Patents
UnIted States Patent and Ttademal1l; Offlce
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

MAILED
WILlKIE FARR & GALLAGHER llP
INTEllECfUAL PROPERTY lEGAL ASSISTANTS
787 SEVENI1l AVE
NEW YORK NY 10019-0099

In re Application of: RAMESH, et aI.
Application No. 09/672841
Attorney Docket: 114596-30-0126BS
Filed: 28 September 2000
For: VALIDATION OF MEMORY
REFERENCES

SEP 222008
TEOt«lLOGY CtNTEIl2100

DECISION ON PETITION TO
WITHDRAW TIfE FINALITY OF
AN OFFICE ACTION

This paper provides the decision on the "Request for Completion of Office Action pursuant to
MPEP 710.06" filed on July 4. 2007. The Request under MPEP 710.06 is treated as a petition
under 37 CFR 1.181 to invoke Supervisory Authority and require examiner to provide a new office
action.

The Petition is DENIED.

Applicable Prosecution History
September 28, 2000

Instant application filed.

March 29. 2004

Non-Final Office action (FAOM) mailed.

November 7, 200S

A paper styled "Supplement to Response to Office Action" is filed. The
paper states "This is a supplement to the Response to Office Action filed
June 29, 2004", amends claims 25 and 53, and requests replacement of a
paragraph in the remarks/argument section of the June 29, 2004 response.

October 13, 2006

Response to Non-Final action .of March 29, 2004, and amendment
received, with a certificate of mailing on June 29, 2004. The response was
accepted as timely.

April 5, 2007

Non-Final Office action mailed.

Application SN 09/672,841
Decision on Petition

July 4, 2007
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Instant petition filed under MPEP 710.06, complaining against the
Examiner of record, and requesting a new office action.

RELIEF REQUESTED
Petitioner.requests that the Examiner ofreeord examine the application completely and provide a
new more complete office action restarting applicant's period for response.

RULES, LAWS & PROCEDURES
37 CFR § I.ISI (f) states:
The mere filing of a petition will not stay any period for reply that may be running
against the application, nor act as a stay of other proceedings. Any petition under
this pan not filed within two months of the mailing date of the action' or notice
from which relief is requested may be dismissed as untimely, except as otherwise
provided. This two-month period is not extendable.

MPEP § 710.06 Situations When Reply Period Is Reset or Restarted, states:
Where the citation of a reference is incorrect or an Office action contains
some other error that affects applicant's abilIty to reply to the Office actiOD
and this error is called to the attention of the Office within I month of the
mail date of the action, the Office will restart the previously set period for reply
to run from the date the error is corrected, if requested to do so by applicant. If the
error is brought to the attention of the Office within the period for reply set in the
Office action but more than I month after the date of the Office action, the Office
will set a new period for reply, if requested to do so by the applicant, to
substantially equal the time remaining in the reply period. For example, if the
error is brought to the attention of the Office 5 weeks "after mailing the action,
then the Office would set a new 2-month period for reply. The new period for
reply must be at least I month and would run from the date the error is corrected.
See MPEP §707.05(g) for the manner of correcting the record where there has
been an erroneous citation.
A supplementary action after a rejection explaining the references more explicitly
or giving the reasons more fully, even though no further references are cited.
establishes a new date from which the statutory period runs.

Application SN 09/672841
Decisiou on Petition
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relate to the merits, and appeal procedure within the Office and to the courts
has long been provided by statute (35 U.S.C. 134).
The line of demarcation between appealable matters for the Board of Patent
Appeals and Interferences (Board) and petitionable matters for the Director
of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (Director) should be carefully
observed. The Board will not ordinarily hear a question that should' be
decided by the Director on petition, and the Director will not ordinarily
entertain a petition where the question presented is a matter appealable to
the Board..
MPEP § 703.11(c) states in relevaot part:

B. Petition To Withdraw Holding of Abandomnent Based on Evidence That
a Reply Was Timely Mailed or Filed
.
Similarly, applicants may establish that a reply was filed with a postcard
receipt that properly identifies the reply and provides prima facie evidence
that the reply was timely filed. See MPEP § 503. For example, if the
application has been held abandoned for failure to file a reply to a first
Office action, and applicant has a postcard receipt showing that an
amendment was timely filed in response to the Office action, then the
holding of abandonment should be withdrawn upon the filing of a petition
to withdraw the holdiilg of abandorunent. When the reply is shown to have
been timely filed based on a.postcard receipt, the reply must be entered into
PALM using the date of receipt of the reply as shown on the post card
receipt.
Where a certificate of mailing under 37 CFR 1.8, but not a postcard ~eipt,
is relied upon in a petition to withdraw the holding of abandonment, see 37
CFR 1.8(b) and MPEP § 512. As stated in 37 CFR 1.8(b)(3) the statement
th;!t attests to the previous timely mailing or transmission of the
correspondence must be on a personal knowledge basis, or to the
satisfaction of the Director of the USPTO. lithe statement attesting to the
previous timely mailing is not made by the person who signed the
Certificate of Mailing (i.e., there is no personal knowledge basis), then the
statement attesting to the previous timely mailing should include evidence
that supports the conclusion that the correspondence was actually mailed
(e.g., copies of a mailing log establishing that correspondence was mailed
for that application). When the correspondence is shown to have been
timely filed based on a certificate of mailing. the correspondence is entered
into PALM with the actual date of receipl (i.e., the date that the duplicate
copy of the papers was filed with the statement under 37 CFR 1.8).

'.
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DECISION
I. Preliminary Issue

A review of the file reveals that no response to the March 29, 2004 Office action was
timely matched to the application file, although an internal Office record indicated an
incoming amendment for this application on July I, 2004. A copy of an amendment
bearing a certificate of mailing date of June 29, 2004 with each page carrying a legend
"Amendment Dated June 29, 2004 - Response to Office of March 29, 2004" was received
in the USPTO on October 13, 2006 and was accepted as timely filed.
Applicant is requested to help clarify the record and establish that the paper date-stamped
October 13, 2006 was a resubmission of the paper previously submitted on June 29, 2004.
To this end, applicant may submit a post card receipt stamped by the Office showing that

the original was received in the Office in a timely fashion or absent that, a statement
attesting to the submission of the paper as per MPEP 711.03(c)8 and 37 CFR 1.8(b)(3).

D. Petition for a New Office Action

a. Petitioner's position
Applicant filed the instant petition on July 4,2007, (a) requesting a new office action to
correct the action of mail date April 5, 2007, and (b) to reset the period for reply based on
the reissued office action. Applicant relies on 37 CFR 1.104(c)(2) and M:PEP 710.06
(reproduced above) as the basis of the request. Petitioner characterizes the Office action as
incomplete and contends that MPEP 710.06 requires the examiner to prepare a new action
restarting the period for response. Applicant advises the examiner as to the proposed
fonnat a new action should take and provides a set of 33 inquiries that. in petitioner's
view. the examiner must address for the action to be properly complete.
b. Relevant Prosecution History
A review of the prosecution history in the instant application. reveals the following:
1. Applicant presented 63 claims for examination: 10 independent, and 53 dependent
claims.
2. In the first Office action on the merits, mailed on March 29, 2004, the Examiner,
rejected various claims under statutory bases as listed below and also identified allowable
subject matter in other claims.
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Specifically, the examiner rejected:
•

Claim 31: Under 35 USC 112, Second paragraph, to correct the
dependency of claim 31.

•

Claims 1-2, 12-16, 18, 22-29, 34, 35-36, 38-42, 44-46, and SO-51: Under
·35 USC 102(b), as being anticipated by Fielden (US patent 5,802,337).

•

Claims 3-11, 17, 19-20, 30-31, 33, 37, 43, 47, 49, 53-57, aDd 59-63: Under
35 USC 103(a), as being unpatentable over Fielden, U.S. Patent 5,802,337,
in view of Intel, Pentium Processor Family Developer's Manual, 1997
("Intel PPFDM") and Intel, Pentium Processor Family Developer's Manual,
Volume}: Architecture and Programming Manual, 1995 ("Intel V3").

Claims 21, 32, 48, 52, and 58 were indicated to have allowable subject matter.
3. Applicant responded on June 29, 2004, (which was received by the office only on
October 13, 2006, and accepted as timely filed) arguing the merits of rejection of the
independent claims I, 12, 15,22,25,35,38,41,53, and 60, and stating that the dependent
Applicant filed a
claims recite additional featw'es that distinguish over the art.
supplemental response on November 7, 2005, to fix a deficiency in applicant's response of
June 29, 04. Claims 25, 31, 53, and 60 were amended in this supplemental amendment.
4. A second non·final office action was mailed on April 5, 2007, in which the examiner
rejected:
•

Claims 14 and 57: Under 35 USC 112, Second paragraph for lacking
antecedent basis for some terms used in the claims.

•

Claims 1 and 10-12: Under 35 USC 102(b), as being anticipated by Webb
et al. (US patent 5,790,844).

•

Claims 15, 18-20,21-25,27-32,34-36,38-41, 44, 4~8, and SO: Under
3S USC 102(b) as being clearly anticipated by Ben·Meir et aL, (US Patent
5,826,073).

•

Claims 2 aad 13-14: Under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over
Webb et al. (US patent 5,790,844), in view ofBen-Meir et al., (US Patent
5,826,073).

•

Claims 3-9: Under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Webb et aI.
(US patent 5,790,g44).

•

Claims 16, 26, 33, 42, and 49: Under 35 USC 103(a) as being
unpatentable over Ben-Meir et aI., (US Patent 5,826,073), in view of
Webb et al. (US patenI5,790,g44).
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•

Claims 17, 37, and 43: Under 35 USC 103(8) as being unpatentable over
Ben-Mdr et at., (US Patent 5,826,073), in view of Blomgren et a1. (US
patent 5,276,825).

•

Claims 53, 56-59, 60, and 63: Under 35 USC 103(a) as being
unpatentable over Blomgren et aI. (US patent 5,276,825), in view of
FOLDOC definition of"RISC" (June 3,1077).

•

Claim·61: Under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over Blomgren et
al. (US patent 5,276,825), in view of FOLDOC definition of''RISC'' (June
3,1077), and funher in view of Webb el al. (US patenI5,790,844).

•

Claims S<J.55, and 62: Under 35 USC 103(a) as being unpatentable over
Blomgren et al. (US patent 5,276,825), in view of FOLDOC definition of
"RlSe" (June 3, 1077), and further in view of Ben-Meir et aI., (US Patent
5,826,073).

Claims 51 and 52 were indicated to have allowable subject matter.
5. Applicant filed the instant petition, requesting a new office action and that the period
for reply be reset based on the mail date of the reissued office action.

c. Timeliness ofihe Petition
Applicant's paper denominated as a "Request for Completion of Office Action" is a
petition for supeIVisory review requesting that the examiner be directed to take particular
action.
Under 37 CFR 1.181(f) (cited above) a petition for supervisory review not filed within two
months of the mailing date of the action or notice from which relief is requested may be
dismissed as untimely. Applicant's petition was filed 3 months after the issuance of the
Office action complained of. For this reason alone, the petitioner is not entitled to relief.

d. The instant application
Petitioner contends that the Office action as incomplete and requests that the examiner be
directed to prepare and issue a corrected action restarting the period for response. To this
end, the applicant provides a list of 33 questions that applicant believes must be answered
in order for the examination to be deemed complete.
A review ,of the list indicates that the inquiries posed by petitioner are issues (33 in all)
directed to questions of "inadequate explanation" and "hindsight reasoning" in the
examiner's rejection, These argwnents challenge the adequacy of the rejection based upon
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the cited prior art in the office action. For example, here is a list of issues posed by
applicant that relate to examiner's rejection of claim 15:
1. Paragraph 10(A). What particular instruction of Ben-Meir '073 corresponds to the
"younger instruction" of claim 15?
. 2. Paragraph 10(8). What particular instruction of Ben-Meir '073 corresponds to the
"older instruction" of claim IS?
3. Paragraph 10(B). What. feature of Ben-Meir '073 corresponds to the claim
language "based on"?
4. Paragraph 100discussion) Claim 15 recites that "partial execution" of a "younger
instruction" affects execution of an "older instruction." The Office Action is not
clear, but suggests that perhaps the "older instruction" corresponds to "all instruction
that occur after the store." If this interpretation of the Action is correct, an
explanation will be required of any sense that instructions "after" are thought to be
"older."
With respect to the questions/issues reproduced above relating to claim IS, it is noted that
examiner has mapped the limitations of ~tyounger instruction", "older instruction", etc. to
specific portions of the prior art cited, and has provided an explanation as can be seen from
a reproduction of the rejection of claim IS below:

Claims 15, 18-20,21-25,27-32,34-36,38-41,44,45-48, and 50 are ,ejected unde'
35 USC 102(b) as being clearly anticipated by Ben-Mei, et aI., U.S. Patent
5,826,073.
Ben-Meir et al. taught (e.g. see figs. 1-7) the invention as claimed (as per claim IS),
including a data processing ("DP") system comprising:
A. partially executing (col. 4 lines 56-67, col. 16 lines 29-44) a younger
instruction in a portion (fig. I, 130, 140, 141, 142, 143) of an instruction pipeline
(fig. 3, col. 4 lines 6-9) above an issue buffer (fig. 1. 180) of a computer. and;
B. based on that partial execution (col. 7 lines 13-22, col. 16 lines 14-20),
preventing completion of an instruction older than the younger instruction (col. 7
lines19-28.coI.16 lines 19-29) Based upon the data obtained from the "partial
execution" (243,443.1 ... 443.4) the detection of a match of that data with a store
operation reSults in flushing all instructions from the pipeline that occur after the
store (col. 71ines 22-28). Therefore, a younger instruction who's address fields
(243,443.1 ... 443.4) match a store address will cancel not only itself, but all other
instructions in the pipeline, including instructions older than itself and younger than
the store operation that generated the matching address.
As per applicant's claim language of "partially executing", applicant's claim
language provides no definition nor guidance as to the scope andlor meaning of that
tenn. Applicant's lengthy specification also provides almost zero guidance (despite
being 200 pages in length) as to the intended meaning of "partially executing"
within the invention as a whole. At best what can be implied from applicant's
nearly silent specification is that the invention aspect that "partially executing ...
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above an issue buffer" is intended to cover is lhe disclosure that applicant's
processor performs instruction length determination, boundary determination, and
decodes branch target offsets in early pipeline stages, prior to the instruction
reaching the issue buffer. Given this partial guidance from the specification,
applicant's use of the term "partially executing" in the claim does not relate to
"execution" (calculation of the result of the instruction) but instead actually relates
to performing various decode steps and pre·steps before the instruction reaches the
issue buffer. Accordingly, because Ben·Meir et aI. not only teaches that his system
performs pre·decoding (col. 4 lines 56-67) but also branch prediction (fig. I, 143)
above his issue buffer (180, elements 130, 131, 140, 141, 142. and 143 are above
the issue buffer 180) Ben·Meir et al. does in fact disclose the same functionality as
applicant discloses. The only difference is that Ben·Meir et at. utilizes the word
"pre-dccodc" which is a correct term to use. rather than using- the misnomer
"partially executiog" as utilized by applicant's.
Applicant raises similar issues with respect to other claims in the application. All claims
have been addressed in the Non-Final action mailed on April 5, 2007, by either a rejection
under 35 U.S.C. §§ 112, 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, or 35 U.S.C. §§ 103(0), or an objection
indicating allowable subject matter.
Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.104(a), the applicants were notified of the examiner's action. The
reasons for rejection/objection were stated in an Office action with information or
refcreoces given to aid tbe applicant to judge tbe propriety of contiouiog the
prosecution.
Further, per MPEP 710.06, Reply period is reset or restarted, only when an office action
contains errors "tbat affects applicaots ability to reply to the office actioo".
A review of the prosecution history and the petition in the instant application points to a
disagreement between the examiner and applicant's counsel in the interpretation of the
claim language and prior art. The petition does not identify any errors that have affected
applicants ability to respond to the office action. as can be seen from the list of issues
raised by applicant in the instant petition.
Whether the Examiner has established a prima facie cas~ of obviousnesS and whether the
rejections over art are correct, are appealable issues not subject to petition. Pursuant to 37
CFR § 1.181(a) and MPEP § 1201, it is noted that the correctness of the art rejection is not
subject to review by Petition.
Accordingly, Applicant's petition, and request for a n~ office action is DENIED.

CONCLUSION
Petition is DENIED.
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The period for response to the Non-Final rejection, mailed on April 5, 2007· continues to
run from the mailing date of the action. The application is bei~g forwarded to the
examiner for appropriate action.

.

Any inquiry concerning this decision should be directed to Mano Padmanabhan whose
telephone number is
.
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REQUEST FOR COMPLETION OF OFFICE ACTION PURSUANT TO MPEP § 710.06
Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Pursuant to MPEP § 710.06. Applicant calls to the attention of the Office to errors in the
Office's paper of April 5. 2007, and requests (a) that the Office reissue the paper in corrected and
completed form. and (b) reset the period for reply to one month from the date of the reissued
Office paper.

Applicant notes that there has been a huge amount of "rework" on the applications in this
family assigned to Examiner Ellis. Overwhelmingly, this burden on the Office and on the
Applicant has been caused by haphazard and incomplete examination. As discussed below, the
April 2007 Office Action omits consideration of a huge number of issues, and many others are
considered only carelessly. It is a huge waste of the Examiner's time to omit consideration of
issues in an independent claim, then write an Action on the independent and all dependent
claims, when the independent claim is allowable as it stands, and was rejected simply because of
careless examination. Applicant respectfully urges that the Examiner's time will be much more
efficiently spent if the Examiner gives careful thought to every word of every claim, and careful
consideration to the technological practicality of any modification pcoJX)sed. Applicam observes
that much of the Office's concern for "rework" burdens would disappear if the Examiner would
simply examine claims with the thoroughness required by MPEP Chapters 700 and 2100.

Request (July 4, 2007) (Of Complelion of Office Action
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As noted elsewhere, I Examiner Ellis' unstated technological inferences are often so QuIre
that no one of ordinary skiU could have understood them until Examiner Ellis lifts the veil and
states them on paper. For example. no one of ordinary skill could have imagined that Examiner
Ellis believed that binary numbers have the same meaning when read left-to-right or right-to-left,
until he provided an explicit explanation for that view in the Advisory Actions of spring 2003 in
091385,394. Applicant respectfully urges that the Examiner's errors cannot be corrected while
the Examiner keeps them hidden under a veil of silence. Applicant asks that any future Office
Actions fully convey the Examiner's view, including all assumptions about how computers
work, what additional inferences the Examiner imputes beyond the plain wording of the
reference, etc.
MPEP § 710.06 was recently amended to provide an appropriate incentive for an
examiner to do complete work the first time, because an applicant now has the authority to return
defective work product and require that it be redone, with no advancement toward final rejection.
Section 710.06 reads as follows, in relevant part:
710.06 Situalions When Reply Period Is Resel or Reslarted
Where the citation of a reference is incorrect or an Office action contains some
olher error that affects applicant's ability to reply 10 Ihe Office :lelion .... U the error is
brought 10 lhe anention of the Office within the period for reply sel in the Office action
bUI more Ihm I month after the dale of the Office xlion. the Office will set a new period
for reply, if requesled to do so by the applicant, to substantially equal the lime rern3ining
in the reply period. For example. if the error is brought 10 the attention of the Office 5
weeks after mailing the action, then the Office would set a new 2·month period for reply.
The new period for reply must be at least 1 month and would run from the date the error
is corrected.
A supplementary aclion after a rejeclion explaining the references more explicitly or
giving the reasons more fully. even though no further references are cited, establishes a
new date from which the stalUtory period runs.

Many of the below queries arise under 37 C.F.R. § 1.104(cX2), which reads as follows, in
relevant part:
§ 1.104 Nalure of examinalion.
(c)Rejecrion ofclaims.
(2)ln rejecling claims for want of novelty or for obviousness. lhe examiner must
cite the besl references at his or her command. When a ref~rence is complex or shows or
describes inventions other than thai claimed by lhe applicml, the particular part relied on

I

09/625.325. Declar.uion of 1211412005; 09/385,394. Dcd:rr::l.lion of 71312003.
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must be design3ted as nearly 35 practicable. The pertinence of each reference, if not
3pparent, must be c1culy explained 3nd e3ch rejected claim specified.

That is, in situations where the reference discloses anything more than or in addition to the
invention claimed, a<;: here, Rule 1.104 requires an Office Action must do two things:
(i) "designate" portions as nearly as practicable, and (ii) "clearly explain" the pertinence.

The following numbered questions are keyed to the paragraph numbers of the Office
Action. MPEP § 710.06 and Rule 104 requires that the Examiner prepare a corrected Office
Action that answers each of the following questions by both "designating" a portion of a
reference, and if that portion discusses more than one thing that could correspond to the claim
language, specifically identifying one particular one of the things, e..g., by name or reference
numeral. For example, question I should be answered by preparing a discussion of claim 15 that
designates a portion of Ben-Meir '073 as nearly as practicable, and if that portion discusses more
than one instruction, identifying which particular instruction is thought to correspond to the
"younger instruction" of the claim. Applicant suggests that the most efficient way to proceed
would be for the Examiner to prepare a new Action, with the requested new material inserted at
the logically relevant point (not in a separate "Response to Applicant Remarks" section unrelated
to the existing text - note that there are no "remarks" here, only a request under MPEP
§ 710.06). Preferably the new material could be underlined so that the difference between the

April 2007 incomplete Action and the furure completed Action will be clear. It will not be
necessary to expressly refer to these questions by number; rather, answers presented in a
logically-ordered and coherent record wi11likely be the most convenient form for all concerned.
Kindly provide a corrected Action that addresses all of the following issues, or allows the
relevant claims:
I. Paragraph 10(A). What particular instruction of Ben·Meir '073 corresponds to the
"younger instruction" of claim 15?
2. Paragraph lO(B). What particular instruction of Ben-Meir '073 corresponds to the "older
instruction" of claim IS?
3. Paragraph lO(B). What feature of Ben-Meir '073 corresponds to the claim language
"based on"?
4. Paragraph lO(discussion) Claim 15 recites that "partial execution" of a "younger
instruction" affects execution of an "older instruction." The Office Action is not clear,
Reply 10 Restriction Req\li~mc:nl
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but suggests that perhaps the "older instruction" corresponds to "all instruction that occur
after the store." If this interpretation of the Action is correct, an explanation will be
required of any sense that instructions "after" are thought to be "older."
5. Paragraph 100discussion) and paragraph 16(B). "Issue buffer" is a known term of art,
and so is "scheduler." Does thc Office Action intend to suggest that the terms are
interchangeable? Is the Examiner aware of any substantial evidence that permits the two
tcnns to be used in the manner suggested in the Office Action? If not, what other
"reason" is there behind the "broadest reasonable interpretation" given the term "issue
buffer?"
6. Paragraph 100discussion) and paragraph 16(B). Which component of Ben-Meir '073 is
thought to correspond to the "issue buffer" of the claims? Which component of Ben
Meir '073 is thought 10 correspond to the "portion above the issue buffer" or "segment
above the issue buffer?" Where is the "above" relationship between the issue buffer and
the "above the issue buffer" component suggested in Ben-Meir '073?
7. Paragraph lO(discussion) and paragraph 16(B). If any relationship between "scheduler
180" of Fig. I and "instruction decode" 320 of Fig. 3 is: thought to be relevant to the
claims, what is that relationship, and what is the basis for it?
8. Paragraph 10(discussion). How does the Examiner reconcile his view that "execution"
means "calculation of the result of the instruction" but "partially ex.ecuting" means
something unrel:l.tcd to partially "calculating of the result of the instruction?"
9. Paragraph II is nol clear. 11 is not clear what two things are thought to correspond, and
what syllogisms are thought to apply. In what sense is a "write into instruction space" a
"control transfer instruction?" If Ben-Meir '073 teaches something with respect to "all
writes into instruction space," and this is only a subset of "all instructions," what is the
basis for extending the teaching with respect to only the subset to apply to the entire
superset of "all instructions'?"
10. Paragraph 16(B). The Office Action appears to compare a "younger instruction" of claim
22 to ref 444 of Fig. 4. But Fig. 4 shows ref 444 as "address match logic." Is this the
correspondence thought to apply? Without an "explanation" as required by Rule
104(c)(2) for how "logic" and an "instruction" can correspond, no reply is possible.
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11. Paragraph 17(A). What precise feature of Ben-Meir '073 is thought to correspond to the
"fault" of claim 257 What precise feature of Ben·Meir '073 is thought to correspond to
"the younger instruction [faulting]']"
12. Paragraph 17(A). Does the Examiner agree or disagree that Ben-Meir's RISC
"instruction decoder 140" (col. 4, lines 32·33) and "x86 instruction decode" 320 of Fig. 3
are two different and essentially unrelated components? How do these two different
components relate to claim 25?
13. Pamgraph 17(B). What instruction of Ben-Meir corresponds to the "older instruction?"
14. Paragraph 17(B). Does the Action suggest that a "pipeline flush" of Ben-Meir '073 col.
17, lines 3-6, corresponds to "nullifying" both the younger and older instruction as
recited in this claim? Because the Action only "designates" with no "explanation," the
Action is not clear, in violation of Rule 104(c)(2).
15. Paragraph 17(8). How does a "pipeline flush" correspond to "nullifying an older
instruction?" A typical pipeline flush only affects younger instructions. Does the
Examiner have any basis to believe Ben-Meir's "pipeline flush" is different? Without the
explanation required by Rule 104(c)(2), the Action is not clear, and no reply is possible.
16. Paragraph I7(C). How is Ben-Meir '073 col. 17, lines 3-6 thought to correspond to the
claim language "allowing both instructions to be executed by the pipeline?" The
relationship between Ben·Meir's "pipeline flush" and "allowing both instructions to be
executed" cannot be understood without the "explanation" required by Rule 104(c)(2).
17. Paragraph 17(C), How does Ben-Meir '073 relate to the claim language "with no further
interlocking to ensure that neither instruction will prevent completion of the other?" Rule
104(c)(2) requires both a "designation" of a portion as nearly as practicable, and an
·'explanation."
18. Paragraph 23. How does the language "the earlier segment" of lhe second paragraph of
the body of claim 35 relate to Ben-Meir '073?
19. Paragraph 25. What is the basis for the Office Action's assertion that "claim 38 does not
teach or define above the invention claimed in claim 25?" The language is substantially
different. At the very least, a new "explanation" is required by Rule 104(c)(2).
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20. Paragraph 25. How does Ben-Meir '073 relate to the language of claim 38, "perfonning
a memory protection check?" This language does not appear in claim 25, and without an
explanation of the correspondence thought to exist, no reply is possible.
21. Paragraph 25. How does

Ben~Meir

'073 relate to the language of claim 38, "effective

address referenced by a younger of the two instructions?" This language does not appear
in claim 25.
22. Paragraph 25. How does Ben-Meir '073 relate to the language of claim 38, "nullifying
the effect of an older instruction?"
23. Paragraph 28. What is the basis for the Office Action's assertion that "claim 41 does not
teach or define above the invention claimed in claim 22?" The language is substantially
different, and the correspondence between Ben-Meir '073 and claim 41 cannol be
understood until it is explained.
24. Paragraph 28. How does Ben-Meir '073 relate to the language of claim 41, "performing
a memory protection check?" This language does not appear in claim 22.
25. Paragraph 28. How does Ben-Meir '073 relate to the language of claim 41, "effective
address referenced by a younger of the two instructions?" This language does not appear
in claim 22.
26. Paragraph 28. How does Ben-Meir '073 relate to the language of claim 41, "nullifying
the effect of an older instruction?"
27. Paragraph 47(A). As noted in question 5, "issue buffer" is an established tenn of art.
What component of claim 53 is being compared to "issue buffer" of claim 53? Is it the
"execution unit" 18 of Blomgren '825? Or something else? What part of Blomgren '825
is "above" the issue buffer and corresponds to the claim? In machines that have both an
"execution unit" and an

"is~"Ue

buffer," the execution unit is almost always separate from

and below the issue buffer. Does the Examiner have any reason to believe Blomgren
'825 is an exception?
28. Paragraph 47(A). Blomgren '825, at col. 2, lines

51~54,

describes features that suggest

that Blomgren '825 is directed to a else processor, not a RISe. Does the Examiner
agree or disagree?
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29. Paragraph 47(B). How does the claim language "in a RISC computer ... checking a
memory segment offset ... against an offset limit of a segment descriptor" relate to any
reference? The two conceptI; "RISe" and "segment" are generally incompatible with
each other. Docs the Examiner believe that some reference is an exception? Docs any
reference teach this claim language? If so, where?
30. Paragraph 47(C). Blomgren '825 col. 3, lines 38-42 merely states that certain unspecified
"existing logic" is reused. How does the specific language of claim 53, "checking ... a
destination address of [a} controllransfer ... using the same segment limit checking
hardware used ... to check a memory segment offsel of memory load and store
operations" relate to Blomgren's unspecified "reuseT'
31. Paragraph 48. The Office Action appears to rely on pure hindsight:: because the
Examiner asserts that he sees some possible benefit - even though he is unable to
describe how circuits might be arranged to achieve that benefit '- he asserts that the
invention would have been obvious. But the whole design philosophy of RISe
processors is to design instructions without the complexities described in Blomgren '825,
so that the attendant pipeline complexities of CISe instruction circuitry can be avoided.
The invention relates to a technique for ameliorating the problem, so that CISe
instructions can be practically executed in a reasonably "clean" RISC pipeline. Using
only knowledge known in !.he prior art, how would one of ordinary skiJl have known that
it would be desirable to add the complexity of Blomgren's elSe design to clutter up and
thereby slow down a RiSe design? Why would that one of ordinary skill have
abandoned a basic tenet of RISe design? Why would that one of ordinary skill, working
in the field of RISe design, have taken a path that is "taught away" from in traditional

RISe design?
32. Paragraph 48. MPEP §§ 2142 and 2143.03 require a primajacie discussion of
"reasonable expectation of success" of the particular modification proposed for all
obviousness rejections. Examiner Ellis has stated in the past that he is exempt from this
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requirement. If Examiner Ellis continues to believe this 2 , Applicant requests
identification of that exemption in writing.
33. Why would it be obvious to take apart known structures and rearrange them as recited in
the claim, given that known structures such as Blomgren's are arranged very carefully to
achieve performance and correct behavior? If the Examiner is aware of any reference
that suggests that components of a computer processor can be snipped apart and
reassembled willy·nilly without damaging processor performance or correctness, he is
invited to supply that reference. Without that reference, Applicant suggests that it cannot
be obvious to destroy an existing set of engineering tradeoffs, without an extraordinary

compelling and precise reference teaching precisely a reason for doing so, and how to do
so with a reasonable expectation of success.

Applicant requests a corrected Office Action, and if no such Action can be prepared, that
the application be passed to issue in due course. The Examiner is urged to telephone Applicant's
undersigned counsel at the number noted below if it will advance the prosecution of this
application, or with any suggestion to resolve any condition that would impede allowance.
Kindly charge any additional fee, or credit any surplus, to Deposit Account No. 50·3219, Order
No. 114596-30-000126.
Respectfully submitted,
LAW OFFICES OF DONNA L. ANGOTII

Dated: July 4, 2007

By:

!David E. Boundy!
David E. Boundy
Registration No. 36,461
LAW OFFICES OF DONNA ANGOTTI
140 Broadway, Suite 4600
New York, NY 10005
(212) 858-7515
(212) 858-7750 (FAX)

2 ''The standards of patentability applied in the examination of claims must be the same
throughout the Office." MPEP § 706(1).
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Appendix 3: Record of a Telephone Call with a Supervisory Examiner
Refusing to Enforce PTO Procedural Guidance

PA1l:NT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADF.MARK orne),;
Serial No.:
Applicant:
Title;

Filed:
An: Unit:
Examiner:

091239.194

Conlinnation No.:

miCElVED

~ I'M Cl!IITDl

JUL

9716

~

4 2005

John S. Yates. Jr.• ct aI.
EXECUTING PROGRAMS OF A I'lRST COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
ON A COMPurER OF A SECOND ARCHITECTURE
__....
January 28. 1999
"I eenify thai: this .....iespo..dt~ alan: 'l¥ith:lO)' doauuenlS
2127
~ [0 ~Il., i.J, botinJ; dq.oontlClJ 'ft11h tJw:: United ~\:US
PosuI Savic:c 00 Jul, 15. 2005 at Fint Cbs~ Mall;n:ul
Kenneth Tang
cm'Clopc Wllll wmcitnt p05I8gl::ll1drcsxd In Majl Slnp A.F.
COIIlIIliuiOl1fl' for Patents. P.O. B01I4..~n, Alu.andr1:l. VA

AUy. Docket:
Customer No.

114596.oS-4()13
38492

~_)

I;"

'R.~

~"'=-""")<<--

SUMMARY OF INTKRVIEW WITH SUPERVISORY EX

_

MENG AN

CQIOIIl.issioner [or Patenl:s
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

The undersigned auomey had a teJq>honic interview with Supervisory F...xaminer Meng
An on Thursday. July 7.
Thi5 attorney ask.ed for supervisory interVention regarding the proceduntl issue: of
premaluJe final rejection. SupervisOl)' Examiner An stated that she did not considcT such i!lsues.

that she only considered the mcriL". Supervisory Examiner An staIc<1 that she would not consider
~Ling procedur41 relief. even if the violation

of'Patenl Office rules complained of WQS purely

procedural.
Supervi~ory tixamincr

An stated that she had reviewed the papers and she did not believe

that a "ll(;w ground of rejectiun" had been raised. This attorney asked if she had any written rule
[II'

publication that supported <Loy definition of "new ground ofn:jection" that she might be

. applying. Supervisory Ex,amin"r An stated that she did nOl. This attorney directed Supervisory
Examiner An to the definition of '"new ground of rejection" stated in Til re Kronig <lr'ld In
Wi~cllen

r~

and reque!;ted that "he review the quotes from these t:ases at pages 1·2 of the Request

to Withd!"Slw Finality of Offil,;e Ac[ion ofMnreh 21. 2005. She dcdined [0 read [hu paper. This
auome)' <l:lkcd Supcrv;1Sory E......miner AIl if :ihe hacl any basis to wsagree with the cnurt '5

holding in Wiechert. She dcdined 1u answer the question. This attorney ask.ed Supervisory
E"amincr An if she hud aUlhority to disregard the CCPA, Sh~ decli~d ro answer this question.

';'"111111'1 ,of In.............

:,It :wp.;tvt""). I\.~".;....

1

~h?lITl-2

l

d ;1I6l919l; 'ONl6E:Ol'lS/Ol=Ol \Ul'L (/illS)

I J459tl..()'-4013

SIN 09/:!39, 194
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31~111M
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•

oc;o:lS>IDUII NOUlWIO ,1111IUl1l:lIISl ,gOt6UmQ ,IW'IDaOldSII~ .llUll JMI,IQ IlJlIII3IIldlI:tt:llOllUllU If WII.111t 39'1.
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Anomey Docket No. 1145%-05-4013
This attomey twice asked Supervisory Examiner An if she would lilte co take a l,;ouple days to
find some written rule (hat would ovemJle Wiechtrl or create an exceplilln. or ~upport her view.

She Staled twice that she would not do so.
SUpervi60ry ElI.umincr An suegested that Applicant should respond in papeJ;). This
anomey noted that the posit.lon bad already been set oul in

papers, and those papers had been

before the examiner twice, once when originally filed in March, once when reconsideration was
T:equested by phone in May. 1ltis attorney noted that the examiner', responsive p3pen had failed
[0 addre!>S the procedural issues raised in Applicant's papers, and had failed lo provide Itny

requested clarification on the merits. Supavi$Ol)' Ex.:uniner An reitcl"aled that Applicant should
respond in paJ)CrJI;. This aUurney asked Supervisory An why fLling the same llTgumcnts and

reqUC$ls for clo.rification a lhird tinlC would ensure that they received 4 proper response. when no
~pon~e

hl1l.1 been given them in the past. Supervisory Examiner An declined to answer [he

que."tion; she simply reiterated her position that a furthcr sel of pa~rs should tit: tiled.
Supervisory Examiner An staled thllt an applicant is responsihl~ for reading \he entirety
of an)' refcrence cited by an examiner (including, apparently, ail 144 columM of the Chernoff
'028 reference), and that an cxamina may freely rely on new portions of an existing reference

withnut introducing a "new ground of rejection," This auomey asked if Supervisory Examiner
An knew of any writtell slateffiCnl to that effect; Supervisory Examiner An stated that she did
/luI. This attomey invited Supervisory Examiner An to tt:view the quote from WieCMrf in the

Reque1t. which states ell:uctly the opposite of her view. Supct"'Visory Examiner.An dr.{'.Jined the
inVitation.
Supervisory Examiner An stated that the issues on the merits should have

IJ~

add.resscd

by telephonc interview with Ihe examiner, This anomey agreed, ana noted that an interview
wirh the cxouniner had been requested Oil a number of occasions. 'This attorney noted that the
CAanllner bad chxlincd nil requests for an interview. We did not reoch an agreement for how to
proceed on thl$ issue.

Supervisory Examiner An conceded tbat Examiner Tang's papers were not clear, and yel
asserted that clarific·alion nf those po!'litions was nO!.

Ii

··new ground of fCjectiC)IJ:' She provided

nu allthority for this delinitinn or "new ground of rejection."
This attorney a~ked ho..... Suru... il;ury Examiner An m3de sure that her exo.mjne~ made
correcl and fair delerminatiuns on lhe meria. if she enfurced no requirements of procedure.

~(July2S. ;l(l[lSJInI~.i~tim ... (:rotl«llkf~

2

zmll2..~

£ d .1I6l919l. 'oNl6£'ODS/I;:Ql \o ..n

lIillS)

l14596-O5-4013

SIN 0lJ1239.194

LdlO XVlL£ HHV; llllllM WaHl

A~y~~~.~~.'.IJ~l~~;..!OtIllnllO.CIt~ldSlI:&IS,~UUIl6!Ml1UJllSrl1I1!II<t:I!COlltlJlly~.II/Il$'id
Attorney Docket No. 114W6.oS-4()13
Supcrvi~ry Eumincr

An dcdincd to answer me queslion: !;he reirerJted that Applic:mt should

file whatever papers were deemed appropriate.

It is believed that this paper occasions no fecI Kindly charge any additiQnal f~. or credit
any surplu.s.

(Q

Deposit Account No. 23·2405, Order No.

114~96-05-4013.

RespectfuJly stlbmjned.

WIU.I<IE FARR & OAllAGHF.R LLP

B), .-::c:tj~~;'"

Dated: Itdy 2<;, 2005

Da

. Boundy

Registration No. 36.461
Wn..LKIE FARR 8t GAlLAGHER UP
787 Seventh Ave.
N6W yon.. New Yurk 10019

(212) 728-8757
(2J2) 728-9757 Fax
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Appendix 4: The PTO's Alternative Explanations for its Backlog are Contradicted by the
PTO's Own Statistical Data

Recently, the PTO's explanation for its backlog is that in 2004 applicants began to
file poor quality applications. The PTa offers no reason that applicants would file poor
applications. Two sets of statistics provided by the PTO itself show that the PTO's
assessment is incorrect. It is reasonably clear that the PTa's backlog arises from poor
quality rejections of meritorious applications, and the rework that arises when applicants
ask the PTa to correct its own mistakes.
First, statistics obtained from the PTa show that applicants win ninety percent of
appeals (at least to the extent ofre-quiring the examiner to withdraw all currently-pending
rejections and start over). That is, ninetyJercent of appealed rejections are tbe result
of error by over-aggressive examiners.
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Second, the PTa has stated in several public forums that its allowance rate has
been dropping due to poor quality of applications filed. The PTa's own statistics show
that this is not true. The statistics show that the actual number of applications that are

Ron D. Katznelson. "The Perfecl Storm a/Patent Reform?" Fenwick & West LecTUre Series
Inaugural Symposium. UC Davis School of LllW, Davis. CA. (Nov, 7, 2008),
http://works.bepre-55.com/co"lextJrkatznclsonJarticle/1053!lvre/nalive/vlcwcontenl.slide I5,
based on PTO web page, fOIA requests, and PTO submissions to OMB under Papenvork
Reduction Act.

20

abandoned with no patent has changed only little; all that has changed is a shift from
allowance after one or two rounds of negotiation with the examiner to allowance after
three or fOUr. 21 The difference is that examiners (and their supervisors) get more
production "counts" for an application allowed on the third round than for one allowed on
the second.
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Third. the head of the European Patent Office stated that the EPO has not seen a
decline in application quality.

11 Ron D. Katznclson. "The Perfeel Storm ofPatent Reform?" Fl:nwid.. & West Lecture Series

Inaugural Svmposium. UC Davis School of Law, Davis, CA. (Nov. 7.2(08),
htlp:llworks.bcpress.com/contcxt/rkatznelsonJarticlcJ I053/tvpe!nat i velviewcolltenl, s Iide 12

